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CHAPTER I

THE LITEHARY BACKGR0UND
�iary Johnston, born in Buchanan, Virginia, in l$7Q, is

little known today as a writer possibly becattse she was never

allied with any literary movement except at the beginning of
her writing career.

Her first novel, Prisoners of Hope 1 pub

lished in 189$, was one of a number of historical romances
which were popular at that time.

Scars of the Civil War had

been largely forgotten t and the war with Spain was the issue
of the day.

Americans were struck by a wave of patriotic

enthusiasm which caused them to look at America's past with
renewed interest.

The war with 3pain was short-lived, but

Americans wanted to continue their interest in heroes by read
ing of those who protected the underdog.

Proof of such interest

is revealed by the figures for the best-seller lists of 1901:
Paul Ford's Janice Meredith, 275,000 copies; Mary Johnston's
To Have and to Hold, 285,000 copies (her second novel);

�dnston Churchill's The Crisis, 320,000 copies; and his
hichard Carvel, 420,000 copies.1
However, in 1902 there was a sudden ending of interest
in historical romances.

This year marked the beginning of

1Fred Lewis Pattee, A History of American Literature Since
H�70, ( New York, The Century Company, 1915) , p. 403.

the Roosevelt era, and such terms as "red-blooded" and nthe
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strenuous life n hardly seemed compatible with the self-e.f.facing
heroes of the historical romances.

Most writers of this type

of novel vanished or changed to meet the demands of the day•
but Mary Johnston continued to write in the same vein.

Lven

though she wrote twenty-one additional novels, she never re

gained the audience she acquired with To Have and to Hold.

In this introductory chapter. the writer intends to show the

major literary movements of the day and how they seemed to ex
clude her type of writing.

Second, I shall show that she was

writil.g in the tradition of contemporary Southern writers that, it was only her style that was different.

Third, I want

to show how she used her novels to express Southern and American

themes that are still timely today.

The demand for realism at the turn of the century was

brought about by enthusiasm for the scientific spirit.

Robert

Lively says, "The writer was to be merely a recorder of the

society in which he lived, and his report was accepted only

when it was based on direct observation of events within his
own experience."

2

William Dean Howells, foremost critic at

that time, added his influence to the contempt already felt

for historical novels by calling them "second-rate novels which
represented only bloody vulgarity."J

2Robert A. Lively, Fiction Fights the Civil 1:ar, (Chapel
Hill, The University of North Carolina Press, 1957}� p. e.
Lively, p. 8.

If realism was the kind of writing being demanded in the

first two decades of the 1900 's, Southern writers were not meet
ing the demand.

The South was in a time of change, and it was

not until the mid-l920's that the influence of this change

would cause a literary revival known as the Southern Renascence.
Donald Davidson gives a description of the change:

�ew ways, new beli�fs, new interests were making
themselves felt. ••• _In those days industrial commer
cialism was rampant. In no section were its activities
more blatant than in the South, where old and historic
communities were crawling on their bellies to persuade
some petty manufacturer of pants or socks to take up
his tax-exempt residence in their midst. • ... The rural
population was allowed to drift into poverty. 4

The moral impact of World War I also brought a letdown

in idealism.

There were certain young writers who were a part

of that changing world, yet were conscious of a difference
between themselves and. that world.

With the war of 1914•1918 1 Allen Tate had written,
the &outh re-entered the world .... but gave a backward
glance as it stepped over the border: that backward
glance gave us the Southern renascence, a literature
conscious of the past in the present�'
These young writers who livee in hashville started a

magazine> Xhe Fugit1xe.
0

They announced they were fleeing from

the high caste Brahmins of the Vld South" {meaning the senti

mentalists and local eolorists} •

They .intended to represent

4south: Modern Southern Literature in Its Cultural
Sebt
, ed. by Louis D. Rubin, Jr. and i(obert D. Jacobs,
Garden City, New York, Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1961), p. 35.
5ilubin and Jacobs, pp .. 40-41.

their idea of a new, modern, progressive South.

However, they

saw only "i'addishness, unbelief, and a tawdry commercia.lism. n

Soon the leading Fugitives were taking a stund as Agrarians

pounding away at the evils of' industrialism and urging a re
turn to the soil.

Such writers as Faulkner, Wolfe, and other

Southern novelists also felt the spiritual unrest, but it was

not the Southern local colorists to whom they turned for a

model; it was to the realists, Sinclair Lewis, Drieser, and
Joyce.

Thus, they became part of a worldwide literary movement •

••• yet they were Southern and their modernity
was spoken with a Southern accent • ••• It was
the Southern tradition, a particular set of atti
tudes and velues produced by a particular gistory
in a specific and bounded American region.·

.Mary Johnston did not �ppear to be a part of the influential
Agrarian Movement because she was not speaking with their "modern
accent."

Instead she was continuing to use historical fiction,

but she was saying the same thing they were.

In her plantation

and frontier novels she was urging a return to the spirit of the

pioneers dependent upon the soil and their own resources for sur

vival.

Because she was not allied with the Agrarians, she, like

any writer using a plantation setting, was classed with the earlier

local colorists, Thomas Nelson Page, George Washington Cable,
and John Esten Cooke, and called a sentimentali.:;t.

Miss Johnston

did not glorify the plantation system, nor was she a realist in
the sense of the Agrarians.

She was a combination of the two;

therefore, she was misunderstood and laid aside.
6nubin and Jacobs, pp. 40-41.

Using the

following definition of a Southern writer we shall see that
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Mary Johnston should be included in the class of all Southern

writers who give an accurate representation of the South.
Hugh Hollllcl.n of the University

or

Dr.

North Carolina has �ompiled

a list of characteristics which he says Dl8.y be found in all
Southern writing:

A sense of evil, a pessimism about man•s
potential, a tragic sense of life, a deep-rooted
sense of the interplay of pt. st and present;, a
peculiar sensitivity to till1$ as a complex element
in narrative art• a sense of place as a dramatic
dimension, and a thorough going belief in the
intrinsic value of art as an end in itself.?

The great theme of justice (equated with the word "free ..

dom") runs like a thre�d through all of Mary Johnston's novels.

By portraying areas where justice was needed, she showed her

awareness; along 'With other Southern writers, of the existence
of evil.

As Poe used the depravity

of

the mind and Faulkner

used debased and defiled characters to represent evil• so Miss
Johnston used

the

social structure of' the Old South to show

the evil that exists in a rigid class structure.

Her fir st

tour novels; Prisoners of Ho�• To Have and to Hold t Audrey,

and Lewis Rand, portray all classes of Virginia society in a
struggle against eaeh other. _Her heroe.s and heroines were

always of the middle or lower �lass; and in their struggle to

rise above the limits or their class, they proved themselves

worthy by their noble lives and deeds, oven though tragedy

7ttugh Holman, Southern Writers A ra sals in Our T me.
ed. by R. c. Simonini, r. Charlottesville,
of Virginia Press, 1961), p. 123.

often came to them as a result. Miss Johnston did not condemn
the aristocracy as such, but she showed

it

was more than accident

of birth or ill luck that should determine� man's place in the

world,

Lewis Rand was her best example of the tragedy

0£

who failed to cope With the evil in his environment.

a man

The in•

ability of a man to adjust himsel.f to the unalterable condi•
tion of his environment leads to another important Southern
theme• the tragio sense of life.

The same uee

0£

tragedy might

be applied to Mis� Johnston which was applied to Ellen Glasgow:
As Henry Siedel Canby noted: The tragedy which
stirs Miss Glasgow's imagination is not eccentric, or
entirely unhappy. It is the tragedy of .frustration the waste of life through maladjustment 0£ man to his
environment, and environment to its men. It is the
poignant tragedy of nobility cramped by prejudice, or
of beauty gone wrong through inability to adjust to
the raal, or of a good �hilosophy without premises
in existing experience. a
The South had learned t_hrough the Civil war what

to be faced with insurmountable problems.

it

was

It had learned to

accommodate itself to conditions it never thought it could
accept.

Miss Johnston us�d the Civil War in her two finest

novels, The Long Roll and Cease Firing to portray the tragedy
of the South.

She makes

it

clear that the South was doomed

from t�e beginning of the war.

All she ean do is to praise

the endurance of those who knew it •as doomed and to urge

them to find a better way th&b war to build another dream.
8Joan Foster Santas, Ellen Glasgow's American Dream
(Charlottesville, The University Pi-ess of' Virginia, 1965),
P• 3 •

How to build a better world was the theme of Miss John�

ston's next writings"

She believed the solution lay in the

strength of the individual character and his ability to be
come conscious of all .m.ankind.

.Gi.s Clifton 1-,adiman said 0£

Ellen Glasgow, "She sought ever to approach a 'fairer order 1

and a 'civilized world' which must not be without but within;
since 'the only way to r.1ake a civilized world is to begin and
end with the civiliiing of man. tn9

Both Ellen Glasgow and

Mary Johnston, along with Si�, Faulkner, and Wolf'e,showed

that only in the South could the individual .find the source

to solve his and the Southts problems.

The greatest Southern

writers have been aware that the Southerner is shaped from the
beginning by his heritage.

In each of lrary Johnston's novels

in which a character leaves the South in search of a better

way, he always returns to his native home where he finds ful•
fillment bef' ore the story ends.

Miss Johnston's books on building a better world may be

divided into two grou.ps according to theme.

In tne first group,

H&gar t �acha.el Forth• and Sweet Roqket 1 the characters leave

home, but through a series of mystical experiences which give
them a new vision they come to realize only as they build on
the old order can th.ey arrive at a new and better crder.

The

second group. Croatan, !he Great Valley, Slave Shi9,a.nd Hunt
inK ,Shir,t, return to the frontier setting and the pioneer spirit

that "through seeking ye shall find" a better world.

What I ss Johnston had tried to do was to show that the

American dream of freedom is best fulfilled by the Southern

version of that dream.

There have been two other versions of the
American dream: the New England er f'uritan vision
a.nd the vvestern tycoon or Horatio Alger myth. The
New England heaven was reserved for another time and
place. and it was exclusive. The \lestern version was
based on tenets that worked for a few but not for the
majority. The Southern dream promises a more appeal
ing heaven on earth. iven with its imperfections, it
suffers from a too rigid morality rather than neglect
of morality. 10

And Mary Johnston would have approved of that analysis-

Af�r ili.ss Johnston's initial success, she was largely

neglected and forgotten; possibly because she was ahead of

her time.

Now that this generation has caught up with her,

we should learn what a few critics recognized all the ti.'Tle -

After her first historical romances (1898-1908) a contemporary

wrote of her in 1909:

'!'ho works of this writer h.c.ve witpin a few years
attained a wide and deserved popularity not only in
.America but also in hngland. \.1hether this popularity
will last, time will show; but it is reasonable to
anticipate that her novels written with iin� literl..ry
skill, devoid o! adventitious aid of sectional or
national prejudice, and appealing to those universal
principles of human action which men of all nations
love and admire will stand the test of time, and
become a valuable and permanent addition to our literature.11

lOsanta,s, pp. 9-11.
11\'iilliani li. Pleasants, "Mary Johnston tt (1$70 ...1936),
Library of Southern Literature (Vol. VI) ed. by Edwin Anderson
Alderman and Joel Chandler Harris. {Atlanta, The 1�rtin and
Hoyt Company, 1909}, p. 2757.
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Her popularity did not last,but his evaluation of her work is

accurate.

In 19ll and 1912 she published her two.volume

account of the Civil War which the hichraond Times Dispatch
called in its

obituary of her on I•iay 11, 19.36, the "f"inest

novels ever written about the war between the states.

do not believe they will ever be excelled."

We

f,.£ter the publi ...

cation of these novels the remainder oi' her- novels contained

a great deal of mysticism which as not understood by the public.
Britannica said "her later, deeply mystical books, though neg•

lected by the public, were i'ar more significant th<;4n, 'To Have
and to Holdtr..12 Dr. Simkins called her "Probably th.e most

powerful 0£ the entire American school of historical romancers
••• nlJ How seems the time fo� a revival of interest in her

writings.

It is the purpose of this paper to show that she

wrote in the best Southern tradition and that her message is
timely today.

,.

12"Novel tt .b�ncyclopaedia Britannica, 1960 ed., Vol. 16.
p. 580 •
13Francis Butler Simkins, 1- History of the South (Hew
York: Alfred A. Knoff, 1956}, p. 438.

CHAPTER II

THE CAVALIER
Mary Johnston established her reputation with historical

romances.

Her first romances were Prisoners of Hope {1$9$),

To Have and to Hold ( 1900) , and

A11drex ( 1902) •

Her interest

in this type of writing was "nourished by Scott and Shakes

peare and by most of her uninhibited reading; by her natural
piety, her devotion to her family heritage,

by

her native

sense of poetry and romance, and by the :romantic history of

her

beloved Virginia,: •1 4-

She used Sir Walter Scott as her model for writing her

historical romances.

Lively gives the following aeeount

Scottts method:

ot

Scott la.id out his rules for historical fiction

explicitly, and his definitions governed development
of the form for a century. Primarily a realist, he
attempted to give a plausible account 0£ men t s probable
reactions under the pressure 0£ accurately recorded
historical situations . .... Scott assumed that men's
passions 'are generally the same, in all ranks and
conditions, all countries �nd ages; •• !15

It was this concept of unchanging man and moral order in
contact

with great evente and historic persor..ages that gave

Scott's stories their dramatic value.

14Lawrence N'elson, Southern Writers, ed. by F... c. Simonini,
Jr., {Charlottesville• The University of Virginia Presc, 1961) .,

p. 75 •
15tively, pp. 16-17.
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Mary Johnston wa& abl,e to combine a knowledge of history

with her historic imagination to achieve a sense of reality in
her writing.

She has worked hard at the historical records 0£
Virginia's early centuries; she knew what happened
probably as well as any scholar of the period at the
turn of the century; she writes wit.h controlled
imagination what might have happened, g.lld as we read
we believe that it really did happen. lo

Miss Johnston's first romances had settings during colonial

times in Tidewater Virginia• The fourth Virginia setting moved
to Charlottesville during the

time

of

Jefferson,

four

fill

of

these novels have a similar theme • the tragedy resulting £rom
a society built on a rigid class strueture,

her fiction for thi� theme 1
the class

structure

it

Be£ore we examine

will be necessary to understand

oi early Virginia as history describes it.

Early Virginia society was based on the idea or a

class and a ruled class.

ruling

The ruling class known as the Cava

liers determined the position of the other classes.

The con"

!lict resulting from the struggle between these classes often
brought tragic results,

It is

around

this theme which J.I1J.ry

Johnston builds her romances. From the early aays of Virginia t s

founding to the present time the South has been noted as a
"class ... co11scious" region.

Some of this idea has

on truth and much of it on legend.

been

based

Based on either one, the

results have been tragic ,. whether for individualti or !'or the
region as a

whole,

reaching its climax with the Civil

\far.

Historian

w.

to the South.

J. Cash has described the legend which has clung
He describes the men us

••. gesturing gentlemen who move soft-spokeri..ly
&�ainst a background of rose gardens and dueling
.grounds - men ofteL entitled to quarter the royal
arms of' St. George and 0t. imdrew on their shields,
and in every ease descended from the old gentle
folk who for many centuries made up the ruling class of
Europe.J.7

These men were the planter class in the South who lived in

stately mansions with numerous slaves, and their nsocial li.fe
was a thing of old world delicacy and splendor.nlS Beneath
the ruling class was a

•••vague raee l_unped together indiscriminately as
the poor whites .. These people belonged in the main
to a physically inferior type, having sprung from
the most part from convict servants, redemptioners,
and debtors • • • and the gulf between them and the
master class was unpassable. 19

The truth is historians have very little evidenee on which

to base their interpretation of class structure.

Philip

Alexander Bruce thought the number of Cavalier gentlemen con
siderable and their influence great..

But a modern scholar,

T. J. Wertenbt.ker � in his Patrician and Plebian in virginia.,
.

says that the number was small and not·very important.

20

17\lilbur J. Cash. The Mind of the So_uth, {New York,
Alfred A. Knopf, 1941), p. ix.·
lS Cash., p. ix.

19 0?,_sh,. p. ix•
20Jay B. Hubbell, South and Southwest Literary l!:ssa.ys
and Reminiscences, (Durham, N. c., Duke University Press, 1965),
p .. 229 .,

�batever the actual number, this must be kept in mind.

In
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England, the term Cavalier implied a political affiliation,

not a social distinction.

The Cavaliers supported the King

and were made up of the higher and lower classes t wlllile the
supporters of the Parliamentary party came mainly from the

middle classes.

Cash says Virginia settlers were not generally

Cavaliers in the beginning.

He state$ 1

The early Virginia settlers were not generally
Cavaliers in their origin, and they did not spring
up to be aristocrats in a day. Virginia 1 s beginning
was much like that of' New England's ... a slow emerging
from a primitive background with a society made up
primarily of £armers and laborers. Undoubtedly,
these were a few gentlemen of sorts. but the odds
were heavy against them. The land had to be taken
f'rom the wilderness and the red man, and neither one
gave up easily. ••• �s for the debtors and indentured
servants � there is no evidence to prove they were of
inferior stock. Many of them were political prisoners,
and .may have represented as good blood as any in
Virginia. Others were lured from their homes or
even kidnapped. .Many were freed while still in their
twenties. They took advantage of the headright system
of fifty acres to claim the plentiful land. With
tobacco prices continuing to rise, many becanie pros
perous and well respected. Adam Thoroughgood, great
planter of Norfolk who came to this colony a� an
indentured servant, is cited as an example. 21

Cash thinks the idea of' an aristocracy developed in this

country after 1700.

The aristocrats were superior farmers who

managed to gain more land and slaves than their neighbors; and
they were f'airly crude, still being under the influence of
the frontier.

In the vast back -country of the seaboard

states lived the pioneer breed, the Scotch-Irish, the

Moravians, the Lutherans.
21cash, PP
• J-9.

Their houses were made of logs,

and their farms were clearings on which was grown enough to
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meet their own needs,

Aristocracy dependent on slave labor, Negro or indentured

servants; yoeman (small, independent) farmers; and the frontiers
men of the back,country

were

the classes of society

ston wrote about, much as Cash has deseribed
prior to

11.iary

it.

l•ary

John•

lriters

Johnston l!ad used the Ce.valier as a hero in

fiction, but she was the first American writer to use the inden

tured servant

as an important eharaeter.

In her first book,

Prisoners.of Hope� the hero, Landless, is an indentured ser-

vant who wins the aristocratic lady by his heroic deeds in

spite of his lowly .status, proving that a true gentleman is

not dependent upon aristocratic birth.

The setting of the story is near Jamestown in 1660• during

the time Sir t illiam Bakeley was

governor.

The plot is based

on the attempt ot some or Cromwell's old soldiers, sent to

Virginia as indentured servants, to free the slaves and seize
the government.

Here was the oppQrtunity to show the struggle

£or equality between classes and the error in basing the notion
of aristoeraey upon birth.

The Cavaliers see Virginia as the

"garden spot of the world 0 if. it were not for "this d_ Oliverian
element lurking in this Paradise .n

The Roundheads, as this

rebel group was called, planned an uprising against the tyran�

nical Governor .B.erlieley.

Landless; an indentured servant who

is to become the hero, is first introduced as performing an

act

0£

mercy.

He sueks the poison of snakebite from an Indian

as they work together in the tobacco fields.

He is sharply

reprimanded by the overseer for wasting his time on "vagrom
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Indians."

This incident is noticed by a fellow worker who was im ...

pressed by his defiant spirit,

He takes Landless to the leader

of the insurrection where he quickly gains authority by vetoing

a plan which includes killing women and children in the revolt.
His master, Colonel Verney, a Virginia Cavalier and urine
gentlema.n,.n observes the

ability of Landless and makes him a

secretary in his own house.

Sir Charles Carew, from the court

of Charles II, "languid• debonair, and perfectly appareled"
is in love with Patricia, the Colonel's daughter.

She has only

scorn .for unfortunate servants, but she does find herself more
interested in Landless than in Carew.

She plans a boat trip

on which Landless will have to take her.

Landless risks his life to save Patricia.

\,nen a storm arises,
The storm is like

a battle cry that recalls to wndless a vision he had as a boy

with high hopes for the future; he remembered how he had been

taken as a political prisoner and forced to come to Virginia

as a slave.

Now as he looks at this one whose life he has

saved 1 "angelie vision, all grace and beauty" t he has his

dream restored.

In short, he vtalizes he is in love, but he knows his

dream can never be fulfilled.

Patricia attempts to thank him

father not ungrateful either."

Her ability to lay aside her

for saving her li.fe and says, "You will find your mas ... my

superior-class attitude was her way of acknowledging her love

for him.

Back at Jamestown, the plot has been revealed and

a price put on Landless' head.

The two lovers part.
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Patricia

goes home, vowing never to love another; and Landless, having

made his way to the mountains, stays behind fearing to trust
himself in the hat1ds of Governor Berkeley.

The novel ends on a note of tragedy as well as triumph.

The tragedy lay in the fact that circumstances of environment

prevented the two lovers from fulfilling their love in this

life.

n1r

Their hope could only b� realized in the future.

it - if d&ath ... should come soon, wait for me - beyond - in

perfect trust, my dear, for I will come to you as I am"
(PH, P• 377), said Patricia to Landless as they parted.

Their £ate symbolized the fate of all those who failed to

achieve equality in their revolt.

The triumph came with the

recognition that Landless achieved for himself in an unselfish

manner.
ward.

All that he did was without thought tor honor or re

The Indian whom he had b·efriended later guided him t:o

fin� Patricia after she had been kidnapped by Indians.

Sir

Charleo Carew, his bitter rival, said to Landless, ''You make

a good enemy.

Had it not been Eredestined that we were to

hato each other, I could find it in my heart to desire you for

a friend."

(PH, p • .372). /,nd parting, the Colonel, Patricia's

father says. "Anci I wish you to believe that I deeply deplore

your .fate, and that I would have saved you if I could."

(PH, p� J73). Because these few reeogni��d a man for his

individual worth. 1-lary Johnston si cw-�d the foundation on

which future understanding may be b�ilt.
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f{ary Johnston's second novel, To Have agd to Hold, eon•
tinues the

theme o:;.� the evil in class consciousness, but this

time the hero is a planter.

He is; however, a planter in the

sense of Cash •s description - a small farmer but with more
land and servants

than some of his neighbors.

Sven though

he calls himself "Ralph Perey� Gentleman tt, he is hardly

worthy of the king's ward, Jocelyn Leigh• with whom he falls
in love.

The story is based on the historical incident of the

shipload of women who arrive to become wives for the early

settlers of Jamestown.

Percy discovers a "rose among the

blowzed poppies 11 and recognizes she is not here .for the same

reason that motivated the others, but she will not reveal her
secret.

Virginia •

He marries her in spite of her scorn for nim and for
.C:ven though she is ill manhered, he protects her

against the wilds of Virginia, the evil men, the weather,

and the Indians, and all dangers which are constant threats.

Lord Carnal, the king's favorite, appears, and her secret is

revealed.

She has escaped enforced marriage to him by fleeing

to the New \iorld.

De cause of injured pride, he is here to

f'ind the gir). who has eluded him ..

His appearar!ce · causes

Jocelyn to become even more dependent upon her husband for
protection.

Then she is captured

husband makes a daring rescue�

by 'the Indians, and her

Now she realizes the meaning

of true love, and the story ends happily for them as the title
indi ca t,e s •

Of V�ry Johnston t s romances this book has the most im•

probable plot - the sudden marriage

total strangers.

0£

Since

the marriage comes early in the story suspense is created as

the reader wonders why either is willing to marry the other

and if love will follow.

Joyelyn acts the part of the haughty

home, and his servants.

This behavior was pa.rt of her English

aristoerat, disdaining and scorning Percy, his plantation, his
heritage and was more acceptable then than now.

Her laek

or

apprecia�ion provides the contrast needed for Ralph Percy to
prove himself a gentleman.

He desired justice and gave it

by marrying one who needed help.

He withstood her scorn by

understanding it as the result of fear.
to protect her from her enemies,

He risked his life

The qualities which he dis�

played under stress marked him as a model of the chivalric
code for which the Southern gentleman is noted ,.

Jtgain, this

was the triumph of the middle class over the aristocracy
achieved by noble aetion rather than by foree.

Aµdrez. the third and last book with a setting in colonial

Tidewater Virginia� continues the theme of the evil inherent
in a class structure based on birth,

This story has the

tragic ending of the first novel because the main character,

Auctrey; is doomed trom the beginning by her environment•

is born in the "baekcountry tt of Virginia; and therefore.

She

automatically placed in a lower social class by the Tidewater
aristoeraey with whom she is compelled to spend most of her
life.

In 1716, history tells us, the lieutenant ...governor of
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Virginia,

i·lexander

Spottswood, with an eye to westward

ex

�ansion led a party of gentlemen to the top of the Blue Ridge

Mountains.

This historieal incident was the means by which

the main character was to begin her tragic life,

Governor Spottswood and his exploring party came upon a

lone frontier cabin in the mountains.

Sir llaward•

a member

of tho party, rescues a little r;irl, Audrey, whose family has

been destroyed by the Indians.

for himself.

He decides to adopt the orphan

Ten years later the scene opens in Williamsburg

He is now a "gentl�man tt as
Virginia society understood it: "a philosopher and a man of

as Haward returns from London.

letters, a man of fashion. a gambler, a magnanimous spirit,

a stubborn will, and the inscrutable 'I'." (A, P• 54). He

proposes marriage to Miss Evelyn Byrd, daughter of William
Byrd, as a suitable match,

She would have accepted, but re

fuses. beca�se she recognizes tpe proposal for what it is.
Later, Haward meets the storekeeper on his plantation.

He

learns that this indentured servant is really of noble birth,

was captured and sent to Virginia, and is now being held for
a second term of seven years after his attempt to run away.
This incident shows a change

0£

Dttitude towards the "lower

class. n' He comments. " ••• we alike are i,aun::; of destiny."

tfow, he meets his ward, Audrey, who has beer. living these
years in the minister's house.

She has gained an education

by reading and shows ability as an actress.

impre3sed by her manner.

H&.ward is much
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1\udrey later discovers a plot to kill Haward, risks her

life to save his, and they become aware of their love for each
other.

Audrey, by now, is a great aetress in the theater at

\·111iamsburg.

Evelyn Byrd, jealous of Audrey, humiliates her

at the Governor•s Ball by referring to her lowly birth.

sees no future except to succumb to the will of the half-

Audrey

Audrey, on th� n�ght of her finest

breed trader, Hugon.

performance, sees Hugon about to stab Haward.

In an effort

to scwe her lover, she herself is stabbed, and the story ends

with her death.

The great tragedy of this story ending in the death of

the heroine points up the great division between the Tidewater

and the back-country sections of Virginia.

"The people of the

back--country felt a sort of in.feriority complex in the presence

o:f the more polished Tidewater aristoerats." 22

Furthermore,

they felt neglected in natters of defense and internal improve

ments.

On two occasions there have been armed uprisings in

an attempt to gain justice.

Audrey and her aristocratic lover

tried unsuccessfully to bridge the gap between the two societies,

and neither found happiness.

Audrey had all the attributes

of an aristocratic lady, but she would never be accepted by

the aristocracy, and she knew it.

Here was the tragedy

or

:frustration that Wl>sted life and blighted the South for years
to come.

22c1ement Eaton
lfiacmilJan Co., 1949

L

1,

History of the Old South (New Yi,rk,
p. 61.
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This concludes the novels with colonial settings, but it

does not end the emphasis on the evil i11 class consciousness

based on birth.

The £irst two books show tnue gentlemen as

men of ordinary birth, who by_ bravery t courage, good manners,

and attention to duty became the heroes and won ladies of
noble birth.

The third book reversed the scheme and presented

a woman of lower rank winning the heart of the aristocrat.
To show that she was a lady, 1-Iiss Johnston contrasted her

with Miss Evelyn Byrd• a lady in name but not in action .,

Audrey had the qualities that count.

She was humble, devoted,

loyal, self... educated, unselfish, and dedicated to her pro

fession.

Life ended tragically for her, but then it may for

one who breaks the aeeepted tradition.
ideal Virginia lady has been pictured.

Nevertheless, the

Lewis Rand (190g) deepens the theme of class consciousness.

This time the conflict results in a struggle for power with
tragie results.

The hero carries within him the seeds of his

own destruction, but it is the society in which he lives that

makes him £ulfill his d�stiny.

The story begins in Albemarle County.about 1790.

Lewis

Rand, son of a tobacco roller, hates his father, his father's

work, and his father's sacrifice of life for material gain.

He determines to escape and achieve a better li.f'e for himself

in a more civilized society.

He goes to Charlottesville where

he studies law, does well, and catches the attention
Jeff'er-son whose protege he becomes.

0£

Thomas

Law leads to an interest

in politics; and he beeomes a double rival of Ludwell Cary,

aristocrat and \'Jhig.

They are both in lo:ve with Jacqueline

Churchill eonnected by blood to the Cary clan.
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Lewis wins

her hand and shows promise of a suceess.ful career in politics.

Later, he gets involved with Aaron Burr in a conspiracy to
gain western lands.

His wife, typical of a Southern lady,

knows the evil of his plots, but protects him and remains
loyal to him.

Rand in a £it of jealousy and rage kills

Ludwell Cary; and about the time brother Fairfax Cary is

ready to reveal the true murderer, Rand comes through re

morse to a cleansing confession ., gives himself over to the

law, and faces his punishment.

In the Southern literary tradition, a man of obscure

background forces his way to prlbminence� but he is a rebel

who cannot find a place £or himself in society,

He was

undermined by his own sense of inferiority which finally des

troyed him.

Y�ry Johnston was usi�� him to illustrate the

goal for society.

He had the potentiality for good in him,

but society needed to accept him and have faith in him as did
his patrician wife.

Miss Johnston is a.gain asking that the

"lower class" be given a chance to prove itself�

A person

should be juuged on merit rather than by the nclass" to which

birth assigned him.

Even though Lewis Rand's life ended

tragically he paved the way for a revolt to a better way,

CHAPTER III
THb BkTTLE

From the early seventeenth century, Miss Johnston's

novels had moved in time to the middle ninteenth century.
The next logical undertaking in historical order was an

account o:f the Civil War.

Uary Johnston had grown up absorb

ing the spirit and the strategy of the war from her father

and his distinguished friends.

Her father was a major in the

war, and her cousin was the famous General Joseph E. Johnston.

She had done endless reading and research in military history,
and the result was ;he Long Roll and Cease Firisg. The two
volumes make up a narrative amounting to l,140 pages, which

may be taken as one account.
career of

in 1863.

The first volume follows the

General Thomas J. Jackson and ends with his death
The second begins there and traces the declining

fortunes of the CQnfederacy until its defeat at Appomattox.

These novels• written in 1911 and 1912• maintained a pitch
of intensity unequalled in her earlier or later novels.

work.

Many critios have been generous in their praise of this

Robert Lively in his comparative study of five hundred

Civil War novels says of this one:

nserious use of military

campaigns has been a prominent .feature of many novels,

best of

these,

The

like Mary Johnston•s The Long Roll and Cease

FiringJ thoroughly review the strategy of generals and the

details of military life.

its accuracy •••

.

2
ff

.3

Johnston's work ••• was notable for

Out of the five hundred he selected

thirty trrepresentative't novels; and he placed '.fhe Long Roll

in this group.24 rt.any of the novels, he felt, added little

to the understanding of the war and less to the .record of
literary achievement•

" Her popular success

Of the value of' this novel, he says,

is not dependent on the suffocation

o.f northern principles in the elo.ying fragrance of magnolia
25

blossoms. tt

li.nother recent critic has called her work nher

her magnum opu� ••• the nearest thing we have
in fmerican literature to War and Peaee. n2 6 At the time of

finest creation,

her death) Time magazine (May 18 '° 19;36) paid her work the un

intentional colllpliment of calling her books ndear to the hearts
of all ex�Confederates." The Richmond Times Dispatch (fit::ly ll,

19:36} in its editorial on her death was mort generous in its
praise:

n •• , these are the finest novels ever written about

the war between the states.

be excelled.

We do not believe they will ever

In the realm of fiction the South may well be

content to rest its ease on these two glorious narratives."

23Lively, p. 59.
24tively, p. 12.
25tively 1 p. 70.
26Lawrenee Nelson, Southern Writers, ed. by R. c.
Simonini 1 Jr ... , (Charlottesville• The Universit-y o:f Virginia
Press, 1961), p. 80 1 89.

And the case is made, not in the form o! a defense, but

as a tribute to the South.

It is evid,nt she felt i.t she told

the truth no de£ensc would be needed.

She dedicated the book

to two veteran sold:l.ers who might represent all the soldiers

of the Confederacy:

"To the .kemory of John William Johnston, ·

!.Jajor of' Artillery 1 C. i •. A. and of' Joseph Eggleston Johnston,
General i

c. s.

A. n The books are a tribute, not only to theae

men, but also to the entire society of the South whom she
thought worthy of honor and respect.

It should be strongly emphasized that in paying tribute

to the South Mary Johnston did so, net by arguing the right•

ness or t1rongness of either side in the conflict I but by prais.
ing the endurance of the people of the South who knew they

were doomed from. the beginning.

It would seem strange that

a. society would enter an armed conflict lcnowing it would be
deteated,but Cash gives thic explanation:

The conflict with the Yankee was inev:tto.blo .,
And not only £or reasons known to every reader of
Am�rican history, but finally and fundaru�n tally for
the reason that it is not the nature of the hum.an
animal in the mass willingly to suffer difterence that he sees in it always a ohall$nge to his universal
illusion of being the chosen son of heaven, and so
an intolerable affront to his eg2, to be put down at
�ny cost in treasure and blood.•-'/
Uilliam Faulkner, foremost literary spokesman for the

South, bas used this same idea of "oneness 11 of spirit to account
27tlilbur J, Cash, The Mind of the South (New York• Alfred
A� Knopf 1 1941) ,. p. 60.

for the ability of his charaeters to endure:

In Intruder in the Dust; Faulkner makes clear through
the lawyer Gavin Stevens that homogeneity is central
to his concept of endurance. In a long passage in this
book, Stevens de.fends the right of the South to work
out the problems cf integration without inter£erenee
fro10. the north ., He bases his argument on the homo
geneity of the South and in doing so says,
Unly � few of us know that only from
homogeneity comes anything of a people or
£or a people oi durable and lasting value •
the literature, the art, the scienoe, •••
and perhaps most valuable of all a national.
character worth anything in a crisis •• � 28

��ry Johnston used the same idea of homogeneity to account for
the ability of the South to endure in spite of impending doom.

The classes of people who make up the South are the ma. in charac
ters in this narrative.

Characters are singled out and named

only a.s they represent classes or types of people.

There is

no plot to the books except the action moved along by the

chronological recounting of the major military battles and
campaigns of the war.

tion of the charaoters.

The chief interest lies in the motiva
Taking homogeneity as the basis for

endurance, it is my plan to show the motives of each of the

classes of people {quoting from either book as the theme demands)

to find in them the oneness that made them able to endure.

The first novel, The Long H9ll opens in Botetourt County

in 1$60.

The citizens were gathered in front of the court

zgWilliam J. Sowder, "The Concept of Endurance in the
Characters of William Faulkner-", ·High Point College Studies,
vom. 1 ( Spring, 1961) • p. 16.

house for the reading of the Botetourt Resolutions calling

for secession·of the state from the union if necessary,
reply was unanimous.

voice of the county. •r

The

The Resolutions were passed by ngeneral
{Lu, p. 6}. The people in this part

of the state were not slave holders as a rule and therefore

might not be expected to participate in what would appear to
be a slave-owners• war.

Cash explains the motivation of the

large majority of the people of the South:

The common white participated as fully as any
other Southerner. If he had not worthwhile interest
in slavery, he did have the dear treasure of his
superiority as a white :man ·•• saw in the Yankee a
threat to himself •.•• Yoeman and Cracker turned to
the planter, waited eagerly upon his signal as to
what to think and do ••• because he was obvi�usly
indicated captain in the great common cause. �

To prove that the common white depended upon the upper class

for leadership• �iss Johnston has a character say that leader

ship depends upon the "best people" and "in Virginia 1 at least,

everybody, sooner or later, .follows the best people. "'

p. l.3} �

(Lh 1

She uses two families of these "best people" to

represent the planter class.

They were the Cleaves of

Botetourt and the Carys of Albemarle.

They owned land and

slaves and served as leaders in law and politics.

Sons of

each family were among the first to volunteer and serve as
officers in the Confederate army.

These were the sort 0£

men who fought the war .. great landowners were few.

tenths of the men who would direct the af'fairs of" the
29cash, PP• 66-67.

"iiine•
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Confeder--a te .· government, like nine--tenths of the men who

would officer its armies, would be, not colonial aristocrats,
but new people. n30
the common

This

is the kind of people around whom

people rallied in time of need.

"Common _people" is a broad term which I am using to cover
all non-slaveholding people

of the &outh.

This large group

can be broken into smaller divisions to examine their differ

ent motives.
structure

We will begin at the bottom of the social

with the Wegro slaves.

That the Confederacy was able to survive for
four years was due in no small measure to the devo
ti,on of its slaves •.. llhy were the iegroes loyal?
Partly the blind habit of obedience ••• They were
genuine �outherners. deeply devoted to their land�
and they lov�i the old ways the invaders were
threatening. J

In the beginning of the conflict �.iary Johnston has various

Negro servants to respond with these words of loyalty when
A

they learn that the men will soon be leaving for war:
body

servant says, "Don't leave nothing in trus r ter me

marster!

Kase I's gwine wid you!""

A wash woman says, "Des

let um darter eome fighting Greenfolk folt!
hab at em with er tub er hot water?"

Des let me

A mammy sa.ys,

ain't gwine let a soul tech one er my chillern? tt

"I

And a

house servant says, "I'se gwine always prohibit jes de same

care ob de .fambly an 1 de silver!" (LR, pp. 38-391. These
30cash, p. 59.

31Simkins, p. 241.
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same Negroes were still loyal to the South when the war ended.

They represented the loyalty of the �egroes all over the South.
The next social level was the poor white who had little

interest in anything that required any effort.

irary Johnston

uses the mountaineer, Steve Dagg, perennial deserter, to
represent the few who could not bo relied on.

He was much

more concerned tor his personal comfort than he was in win
ning a war.

However 1 even he could not become a turncoat.

After a severe battle, he is suffering for water.

He knows

the bobbing lights in the distance represent aid from the

North if' he will profess love for them. but something stops

him:

Somewhere out of the starveling and poor soil
there pushed upward in the soul of Steve Dagg, a
something that stayed h:i.s steps, then turned them

away from the bobbing lights. It was not a strong
growth, but the flower rubbed his eyes so that he
saw Thunder Run his home rather than Northern
plenty, and the ha.g�rd, fleeing grey army rather
than a turned coat. (CF, P• 400}.

Here was an individual victory, hut more important, it was a

victory for the South.
the South had

Even the most shiftless character in

in him the oneness to endure.

men Mary Johnston places hope for the future.

Even in these
Their heritage

will survive.

Another group of whites who made up a vast majority of

the population of the South; particularly of the back-country,

was the yoeman or independent farmers.

They were superior to

the "poor whites" because they owned a small tract of land,

even

if they owned no slaves.

Survival was difficult, and
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these people were used to hardship.

They found their motive

£or £ighting in the fierce desire to protect what was theirs.

w.

J_ Cash explains this individualism as an outgrowth of the

plantation system (the example of the unlimited sway of the

planters over their bo.ndsmen) which sprang up in the frontier

and was to find its incarnation in the Confederate soldier.

The importance of' this quality is not to be underestimated.

This soldier eould not be disciplined.

He could and did jeer

openly in the £aoe of Stonewall Jackson, and it was his eon�

vietion that sent him into battle believing nothing living
could cross him and get away with it. 3 2

1,Ja.ry Johnston's character who represents this class of

people was the mountaineer, Billy �lEtydew,

with a stick tied to his gun.

He first appears

When questioned about it by

the lieutenant he replies, "Tain't a mite in my way 1 lieutenant.
I air a-.going to make a notch on it £or every Yank I kill •••
Pap �e has a saplin' marked £or b'ar and wolves, and Grandpap

he has one his pap marked for Indians --"

He was finally

persuaded to get, rid of the sapling but only after he says 1
"I 1 11 have to brea,"' it into bi ts first. Tb,ar are time when

I jest have to feel my hands on somethin t brittle! ••• Thar

now!

It's did

to begin?

•• • When' s this he 11-fire d fight in' goin'

I don't ask anything better, jest at this minute,

than to eneounter a rattlert"
J2cash, pp. 42-44.

(L.H., pp .. 78-79). Mary Johnston
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has res�ct for this ntendency to violence" (Cash's term),
because she shows throughout the novel the brave man and good

soldier this boy became.

Even this violence can provide unity

in the South if it is channeled in the right direction to
cause a man to act as an individual.

This frontier group had its more educated members capable

of reasoni�g the motives which caused them to fight .,
it was this spirit of

Again,

individualism that caused those people

to stand with the planter class in the struggle.

A miller

tells Allan Gold, a school tea.cher, that only a small fraction

of their people ever held slaves.
"'l'he census of 1861 shows one million and fifty

thousand white people and of these, fifty thousand
hold slaves and the one million don't. The rifty
thousand's mostly in tide-water counties, too. •••
Gradual manumission with colonization in Africa, if
possible. The difficult�s are enough to turn a
man's hair grey, but slavery's knell has struck,
and will put an end to it in Virginia peacefully
and with some approach to wisdom - if only they '11
stop stirring the gunpowder!,
''I've thought and thought t" said Allen.

"People

mean well, and yet there's such a dreadful lot of
tragedy in the worldt!

"I, for one, will be powerful glad when every
negro, man and woman, is free. ••• But I'm damned

if I'm going to take the North's word f'or it that
she has the way? Her old way was to s�ll the negroes
South • ••• But as between us and the iorth, it ain't
the main subject of the quarrel - not by a long shot
it ain 'tl The quarrel •s that a mnn wants to take all
the grist, mine as well as his, and grind it in his
mill! Well 1 I won't let him - that's all." (LR, Pl·.
13-14) ,
Slavery was not an issue with them, but it was the method

used to remove it to which they objected.

They

placed the

blame on the political party that "all-hailed as saint and
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martyr the instigator of a bloody and servile insurrection
in a sister state; the felon a.rrl murderer, John Brown?"
(LR, P• 7). The school teacher concludes, "God knows

don't want war!
I reckon11 n

But if it comes I'll go.

1

We'll all go,

( LH., p. 17). And Allan Gold dj_ d go to war and

he fought bravely,

!•:iary

Johnston uses him to represent

devotion to a. principle even tho� for him the issues were

never quite el.ear.

We turn now to the slave holders of tte South known as

the planter class.

be el.ear:

Their motives for fighting would seem to

preservation of slavery and the right of' secession

to preserve that institution if ne�esso.ry.

However, history

says we must look beyond these motives to the higher motive

of honor and devotion to
had wished to

principle.

For

some time the South

free the Weg:ro but did net know how to solve·

the problem of fitting him into society:

••• the South itself definitely shared in
these moral notions - in its secret heart always
carried a powerful and uneasy sense of the essen
tial rightness of the ninteenth century's position
on slavery •

••• In the state of Vir�inia itself,

as is well know• they had twice come close to
abolishing it .,JJ

Simkins adds, "The many Sout�:riers who ha.d no direct

material interest in its continuation and the few who like
Robert�. Lee continues to disapprove of it, dared offer

no alternative, for slavery was believed to be a so�ial

33cash, p. 60 ... 61.

necessity for keeping the Negro 'in his place' .,1 34

...33

The war,

then ., was not .fought to preserve slavery, but the combination

of guilt and the attacks by the North on the institution led
the South to feel that its right to conduct its own affairs

was being invaded.

The right of secession was an established

fact. as they saw it, and should not need to be de£ended 1 if
they chose �o take that step to protect themselves.

0

'l'heir

thought was_ built on the_ sovereignty of the states with the

Federal Constitution as model.

They

kept George Washington

on the seal because Confederates considered themselves more,

not less, American than their enemies. n35

That they had a

right to secede was self-evident, but Lincoln's call for arms
left them no alternative.

They could not fight their own.

They were bound by honor to protect their rights.

nFor

Virginians the dilemma was moral rather than political.

many

years the state•s leaders had questioned the validity of

For

What they were willing to defend
6 1;ary
were .freedom and justice ... and most of all ... honor. u.3
slavery and nullification.

Johnston has a member of the planter class say the same thing

as the prospect of war becomes immediate:

''That word secession n, answered Uarwick Cary,
ttmeans that Virginia leaves of her tree will a union

Jli,c'imk.
o �ins, P• 132 •

35Marshall w. Fishwick, Virginia: A New Look at the
Dominion
(New York• Harper and Brothers, 1959}, p. 123.
Old
36Fishwick, P• 123.

she entered of her free will. The terms of that
union have been broken; she catmot within, preserve
her integrity, her dignity and her liberty. There
fore she uses the right she preserved - the right of
self-preservation. Unterrified she entered the
Union, unterrified she leaves it." (LH, p. 37).

The Cleaves and the Carys of these nov-els are the ones on

whom the greatest burdens of the war fall.

These are the

men; along with their women, who must serve as leaders in

war.

The men must officer its army, and the women must

preserve the homes and plantations and nurse the sick and

wounded.

Their ability to endure is all the more remarkable

because they knew from the beginning the futility of their

eause.

�argaret Cleave tells her children near the start

that war is lfa great and deep Cup of Trembling? •••

universal destruction."

(LR, p. 23).

It's

The only thing that

can account for their ability to survive was their single

minded devotion to duty.

At the top of the social structure were the generals

of the Confederate Army.

These were the men for whom the

decision to fight was the hardest.

But they made their

decision to fight for the South, and their only motive could

have been this same devotion to duty.

for the entire South.

They served as a model

"Lee, believing secession was wrong,

he walked with the secessionists.
he led the slaveowner's army.

Having freed his slaves,

There is no logic here.

But

how typical this decision is of Lee, and of the state which

he put above the Union. u3 7 Mary Johnston portrays the generals

37Fishwiek, pp. 133-134•

like knights on horseback.

It was their skill and super

human endurance that inspired men to persist during the four

long years of war.

Since both books are devoted mainly to

description of the military campaigns of the war, the generals

are the ones who move the plot of the books.

The Long Rolf

is concerned with the career of &tonewall Jackson and the

battles in which he was engaged during his lifetime.

She

pictures him as a staunch Presbyterian who prayed a great

deal and who had no patience with profanity in his men.

�1ways alone except for giving orders and planning military
strategy, his men did not understand him or like him.

Fool Jackson" they called him.

"Tom

Later, when they began to win

battles against overwhelming odds with small loss of' ra.en, they
came to appreciate his rigid discipline and his dogged persis

tence in driving them.

He had a human side as shown when an

old woman appeared at camp with a basket of goodies for her
son.

He went to great trouble to locate her son from among

the many and bring him to her.

The book ends with his tragic

death and the description of the grief and ceremony with

which Richmond buried him.

After Jackson 1 s death the generals who became the main

leaders were Robert�. Lee i Jeb Stuart, and Joseph E. John
ston.

In Cease Firing Miss Johnston pays tribute to the

skill and gentlemanly qualities of these men.

As the title

indicates, this book is concerned with the declining fortunes
of the Confederacy.

Lack of supplies and men made the job

of' the officers difficult, but a unity of' spirit made them

endure.
The qualities that had given the people of the South the
strength to endure the war years would give them the strength

to meet their fate when

it came.

We are most concerned with

how the planter class met its doom since it was they who fur

nished leadership during the war and they who would be the
hope for the future of the South,

11.iary

Johnston leaves us

with the feeling that the eode which had sustained t.hem so
far would continue to sustain them in the future.

Edward Cary, member of the planter class, has fought

honorably throughout the war• but his heart was never in it.
He sensed the end before it came.

He married beautiful

Desiree- Gaill&rd near the end of the war,a.nd the impending

doom of the Confederacy was foretold through the tragedy of

their personal lives .,

He £ought. since that was the business at
hand, as though he loved it. He did not love it,
but he was skillful, poised, and sure; and he knew
no fear. His men had a strange love for and confidence
in him • • • he acted an approved part in the strife

but kept all the time a distance in his soul •••
had he.been a little nearer to the future he presaged,
he might not have been there t somehow t in that dusk
at all. He might have declined solutiuns practised
by boar and wolf, and died persuading his kind toward
a cleaner fashion of solving their problems. As it
was he hated what he did but he did it. (CF t PP• 412 ...
413).
Even the common soldiers recognize the signs of doom

but they, too, continue their task.

"That thar moon, n said a ma.11, " ...... that thar
moon is the Confederacy and that thar thing that
stealing acrost3 it .. that thar thing's the End! 11
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"That ain't the kind of talk - "
"I ain 1 t going to stop building breastworks
and I ain't agoin' to stop biting cartridges, but
I want to know it. I want to be able to point my
finger and say 'Thar's the End. "' (CF, p. 245) •
Off in the horizori clouds were piling up.

Presently there was heard a mutter of thunder. In

the distance there �-'5 yet an occasional boom of

cannon.

"Earth thunder and heaven thunder • .. • We
must go indoors now. It has the right of way
now - the old, old storm. 0 (CF, p. 328).
The negro boy was moved to speech. "Yass 'rn.
All the ghostes are loose in the graveyards."
"�hat are they doing?"

"Dey're lining up in long lines like de

poplars, and waving dare hans and sayin, De end's
come! !r (CF, pp. 422-423).
Edward and Desiree have understood these signs,
along with the corrmon people, but they have known
happiness, are separated, killed by Sherman's
mauraders; and they did together ttside by side 1 like
wreathed figures on a tomb. t' (CF• p. 4:39).
These represent the people of the South who knew the cause
for which they fought was doomed.

Even though they knew the

reality of inevitable defeat, they had no thought of surrender.
Their code, reg· rdle ss of class, sustained them to �et a

noble death.
Representative of the same planter class as Bdward Cary,
fi.ichard Cleave faced a similar defeat, but at the end of his
story, his dedication and perseverance met with better fortune.
Because he was able to overcome a personal defeat, he repre
sents the hope 0£ reconciliation between enemies.

In the

story, r�ichard Cleave and Maury Stafford are rivals :for the

love of Judith Cary.

.Maury has the opportunity to make it

appear that Richard has disobeyed orders and caused the death
of some soldiers.

Richard faces court .ma.rtial and loses his

rank and must fight most of the war under hidden identity.

· He proves his innocence; and there is reconciliation between
Finally, there

the men after much remorse and suffering.
is happiness for Richard with Judith.

Becz.uee he endured

well, he represents the kind of person spa.red to lead tre

South in the days after the war.
'!'here is Cousin William, who• near the last days.,
refuses to reeognize the certainty o:f defeat.
"We've got the spiritual might • • •

For ten

years to come they will make us drink the watet'
of bitterness and eat the bread of' hu.miliationl

Virginia! and that second war \rlll be worse than
the first!"

Hiehard Gleave answers, ttI have great personal

happiness.

And even this a.fternoon I am saying

goodbye as one of the generality, to despair, and
pain, and wounded pride, and foreboding, and un
happiness. l have been looking it in the faee.
Such and so it is going to be in the South, and

perhaps worse than we know - and yet the South is

neither going to die nor despairP'

(CF, pp. 443-444}.

Cousin \dlliam• s prediction eame true, but fortunately,
Richard Cleave 1 s spirit prevailed £or the sake of' the. �outh.
An old world had ended.

It was time now to think of the

new and have faith in it.

And the tragic contlict ca.me to a close, but the
questions remained to be answered.
answer.

Jar had not been the

A soldier says near the end of the war,

not, and it never was and it never will be.

11

It

And that

is
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despite the glamour and cry of necessity! ••• the necessity
is to find a more heroic way."

(CF, p. 448 ). � the closing

moments at Appomattox the "Controversialist" asks .Allen Gold,

the country school master, what he thinks.
"I think we are both right and both wrong •••
Did you never hear of the shield that had two sides
and bo.th were precious metall one silver and one
gold, but most travelers don t take the trouble to
walk around the shield. So it is l reckon, in rocst
wars .,. this one not excepted t 0£ course t being in•
we've done good fightin -. n (CF, p. 4-571.
This last speech would seem to summarize ff.i&try Johnston's
personal philosophy of the -war.

There were two sides t,o the

question,and each should have sought to understand the other
without fighting; but she was proud o.i' the manner of fighting
on t,he part of the South.
Vary Johnst<;m did not write a novel of reconstruction.
Possibly she felt she had sa.i d all that needed to be said in
these two novels.

Certainly she had paid respect to t� honor

and devotion to duty that enabled the !?outh to enclure.

She

ended on the idea that these same qualities were still alive
in South and would continue to serve as the basis for working
out the problems of the future.

Her next books turn to the

crusading spirit of reform inwhich s� points out what the
new South roust preserve and what it must reject if it is to
survive in its finest form.

CHAFTEil IV
A CHANG ING �IORLD

While !ilary Johnston was completing her Civil .far novels,

many of the women of the South were looking to the future
and demanding equal suffrage.

./hen Uiss Johnston joined

them, she gave up literary romanticism and turned to a form
0£

personal realism.

However, she did not desert history

as baekground t but $he spoke mainly as sociologist and

philosopher in an effort to interpret the confused present.
in terms of the troubled past.
Her motto was

'tJustice", and she worked to serve the

state in areas of labor legislation, ra-cial tole:ranee, and

equal opportunities in education.

A contemporary speaking

of her ability said ,. ushe could always see beyond the case

to the cause and could direet her efforts toward eliminating
human and civic

difficulties at the source ., n)e

To help carry out these reforms, Miss Johnston joined

the Equal Suffrage League of Virginia.

To show how zealously

she worked, the Riehmond Times Dism3:tc!}._ gives this illus ...

tration:

ttS.he had a pleasant but rather thin voice ) not

J8caroline B ,. Sherman, "Rediscovery of .Mary Johnston, n
Southern _Literary Messenger, 4 (Sept"', 1942}, PP• 431 ..432.

suited to public address.
should appear on

the

lince S:he became convineed that she

platform in behalf of equal suffrage•

she most diligently studied voice eulture."39 By j�ining

this feminist movement� she felt she eould work in the
general' movement for the betterment
of this new interest was a

0£ mankind.

The result

series of three books, Ha.gar (191;),

lfichael Forth (1919), and Sweet Rocket (1920) • all aimed at
setting forth her vision of' a better world.

Her dream in•

eludes all mankind a.nd her sol\1tion is a religious one:

men will become One as they became pa.rt of the Whole.

all things will fall into proper relation ..

all

Then

Hagar, the first book of the series, is the story of a

young girl who is a rebel against the traditional ways of

the South.

She leaves the South t takes part in

radical causes of the day, and

finally

many of the

returns home after

she learns that the world she envisions needs both the old

and the new

ii:)

if it

not autobiographical ., there are

fictional

Ha.ga1•

Although the book

is to become better.

parallels

and the author's own lii"e.

between the
And

it rrs.y be

a picture of what she would have liked to have done,

Hagar and her mother live with her grandparents,

Colonel

and I�s. Ashendyne, on a once-prosperous Virginia plantation.

Even though

it

has

beer1 thirty years since the war,

they try

to maintain the traditional standards

0£

39n1a70 - I,iary
U,ay ll t 19;6}.

Hiehmond Times DisP§!:teh

Johnston ...

1936",

the pre ...war aristocracy
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as far as they are able.

Hagar showed signs of being a rebel

She was reading Charlep Darwin

even at the age of twelve.

and Scarlet Letter I books her grandparehts had fo;.."biJdon as
being improper for a "young lady .. n
In addition to her avid reading she had another ex
perience as a child that made a deep impression which helped

influence the course of her life.
a runaway convict,.

On a picnic alone, she met

She was touched

by his pitif'ul story -

the injustice of' his punishment :f'or a. minor crime, the dogs
searching for him, the striped clothes,, the calloucn€:lss of

those who came to take hirn.
The time

She cried at his plight.

C<ime for Hagar to attend boarding school which

was intended to instruct in good manners and the classics•
but by aceident a speaker with radica� ideas gave a lecture.
Ha.gar was mueh impresoed:

tt

He

spoke of breaking away to.

wards larger horizons ••• the great needs of women t of their
learning to organize.,. of' the need for unity among women.
• Society has so falsely pla ce.d her. nt

( Hagar, p •

66 ) •

Hagar, no doubt; thought of her own mother at home with

her in-laws while her husband was in Europe claiming to be
studying art.

The mother had been bedridden for years as

a form of escape.

She had encouraged Hagar in her radical

thinking, but' she was not strong enough to face the opposition
of the "old order 1" Hagar's gra.ndpa:re11ts and aunt.

They

placed much of the blame .for Hv.gar 's nmisconduct" on her

heritage .from her mother.

Mary Johnston seldom used a

neurotic woman to make a point� as did Ellen Glasgow, but
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here, she does show the tragedy of a woman who wants a better
life

but

is helpless to know how to achieve

it.

The years after the War were particularly difficult £or

landowners like G�andfather.

Dr. Simkins says,

ttThe l�rge farmers and planters •• • sui'£ered
along with their tenants and less prosperous neighbors
from the low i)riee of cotton, from mortgages, and
trom the requirements of lien merchants. • •• They
were a proud group ••• alt.hough willing to seek

novel remedies, they were too imbued with Southern
traditions to go /60 extremes that might alienate
publie opinion. n1.
The time arrives for holidays and Grandfather

sends Hagar word to remain at school.
of

money.

Hagar proposed that

family would not hear of

of "her elass. n
reality ..

it.

she work

Ashendyne

He explains the lack
in a store ,_ but 'the

It was not suitable for a girl

Here again, the old order refuses to faee

The old order mistrusted intellectuals after the War.

Cash explains why this was so:

"Progress was Northern and

Education was the other half 0£ Progress.

That made educa-..

tion alien and that oould lead to breakdown or traditional

ways.41 Hagar was taken out of school by her family, because
she falls in love with a professor.

to him was that he was a teacher.

The family's objection

Grandfather is �till

refusing to accept the changing world.
40simkins,

p. 349•

41cash, p. 319.

Hagar must marry
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one of an "acceptable family."

With the old aristocrats it

was still ''good blood" that counted more than intellectuals.
Grandmother Ashendyne also bas her say 1 as she repri
r..ttands Hagar for her defiance of tradition.
"ideal n woman.

She de.f'i."'les trie

tt••• fitness, propriety* meekness, consul

tation with tho:se to whom she owes duty, and bowing to what
they say."

(H, p. 118). Grandmother•s definition was not

true, ond Hagar knew it.

Grandmother herself had managed

a plantation while her husband was away at war.

llfany other

of the South had shown the same strength and indepen

women
dence.

It was part of Hagar's heritage, and her -��mily was

in error in trying to smother this quality.
Cash says ttmany frustrated individuals poured into the
North /1lfter the War], particularly many intellectuals:' 42

Hagar, too, went to New York.

Here she saw the possibility
She takes the

of action as a solution for her frustration.

money she had saved to bu.y gifts £or he.r family and· gives it
to a poor family.

She is still not satisfied with life.

Hagar did not return home; instead, she went to Europe

where she traveled extensively.

She had become a writer,

and Europe gav� increased opportunities for writing.
was, by now, famous for her short stories.

She

Two acquaintances

agreed nthat her wo:r·k had a metaphysical value as well as a
clutching interest. n

(H, p. 249). There is

t:1

�rallel here

between Hagar and Mary Johnston.

The author did travel a

great deal in Europe and the Middle East, and critics have
described her work with the same words.

1!.dward Uagenkneeht

said of 1/iary Johnston °She did not know how to be uninter..
esting. u43

On Ha.gar's return from Europe, she goes to Nassau where

she again confronts the ex.convict of her childhood years.

He has since become an active member of a Socialist orga.ni ....

�ation.

re.former.

He, too ,, was interested in her work as writer and
She tells him "that since that long ago meeting

her world has been different, more pitiful and nearer."

(H, p. 289 ). She expresses her intention to return home

after many years away.

Her speech reveals her r�son tor

leaving and her reason for returning:

"My own sharp inner struggle was for intellectual
and spiritual freedom. I had· to think away t'rom
concepts with which the atmosphere in which I was
raised was saturated. I had to think away from
ereeds and affirmat.ions made for me by my ancestors,
I had to think away from the idea of a sacrosanct
Past and the virtue o.f' Immobi.lity; .. not the true
idea o.f' the mighty Past as our present body which
we are to lift and ennoble• and not Immobility as
the supreme refusal to be diverted from that pur
pose, - but the Past, that is made up of steps for
ward _. set and stuboorn against another step, and
Immobility blind to any virtue in Change, I had to
think away from a concept of woman that the future
can surely only sadly laugh at ., ... ... and when l
had done so, I had to go back with the lamp of
wider knowledge, deeper feeling, and .find how
organic and on the whole virtuous in its day was

43Edward Wagenknecht, nThe World and Mary Johnston"
Sewanee Review, 44- (June, 1936) pp .. 1se ....206.

ea.eh husk and shell. • •• What has come of it
all is a certain universal feeling." {H, PP•
284-285).

The ex-convict calls her a phil-0sopher which she admits.
Her speech shows the frustration she found at home, but
leaving has cleared her thinking.

She will not be return

ing home to the old ways of thinking; but ·as she says,

"with the lamp 0£ wider knowledge ., n Nor will she be re ...

turning in a spirit of rebellion for she acknowledges that.
Past "on the whole virtuous in its day."
did

Cash says many of the intellectuals "hundreds of them

return to

the South ••• J not a fe"'t1

having deliberately

elected to return out of a senee o.t' duty. n44 And Hagar

returned home.

to see them, but

The family welcomed her, and she was happy
they were horrified to learn of Hagar's

connection with the women's suffrage movement.

She

accuses them of' worshipping a ttstatic God" and predicts

it will be a"I'ar day when they finally open
(H, p.

321).

the door."

Simkins says, HThe modern Southerner aceept,ed

scientific technology• but he

refused to be separated from

the view"t.hat man holds a position in the wiiverse under

divine guidance'; he re£used to conYert science into a
religion or a phil9sophy of li.f e. t4i She gives them her
vision of the country that is corning:

44eash, p • .321.

45s1mkins, P• 410.

"It is beauty ...

it is truth •••

And it comes by knowledge, out of which grows

understandirig, and by courage> out of which come great actions."
OI, P• 354).

L&ter, her vision for the world to come:

And there is the weavir.16 all the time 0£
the web of unity. • • • The world one home, am
men one man, though of an infinite variety• and
women one woman ;- though of an infinite variety,

and children one child, and the open road before
the three. And back
{ H, PI> • 3 56.-J 5 7 ).

o±�

the three, Oneness."

Hagar spends days by the bedside of the dying Colonel
Ashendyne, her grandfather.

He loves her and she hio, but

neither ever changes his ideas.

The Colonel ts death is

symbolic of the way change will come.

The Immobility of

the Past will die, and the best of the Past will be pre
served in the likes of Hagar whose life was rooted in the
traditional South, but who could see c1 better way and could
unite the two.

It is fortunate that Hagar and !•.ary Johnston

returned to the �outb to overcom� their tr�strations.

Once a writer repudiates that section he often

brings detriment to his wr k • The dit£ erenoe in
the quality of' the early and later works of sueh
novelists as Tho�s Nelson Page , George \iashing

ton Cable, Thomas wolf"e; Erskine Caldwel.1 1 and,
more lately, Robert Penn warren can doubtless be

ascribed in large part to their leaving the South. 46
The story ends on a symbolic note.w

Hagar refuses to

marry her childhood sweetheart, a tr•aditional Southern

gentleman, but marries a rebel of her own kind from another
46William J. Sowder• "Thomas Nelson Page: the
Bewildered Voice of a Reconstructed Rebel," Iiigh.Po!Pt
qollege, Studies, Vol. II ( Spring 1962), p. 40.

section who will say with her. nDeath, life ... life, death

• 41.

I think we are growing into something that transcends both

(H i p. Ji:i9}.

... "

Mary Johnston believes reconciliation

of� the old and the new is possible.
I>Iichael Forth continues the "Oneness of man ° theme in
Hagar but adds little o.f value to the idea.

Michael Forth,

the mai11 character, like H.s.gar ) is .frustrated by the narrow
vision

of

his Virginia home at the tl.lrn of the century•

He,

like Hagar, goes abroad to Africa in quest of the meaning of

life.

There he comes to this understanding of life:

Love of Humartity and of a super ... Huznanity
becomes a love and care for a Self that is Old
Humanity, new Humru.1itY t an<l Hu.manit.y to be ., ...
Environroont is tm Self, Nature the Seli't God
the Self.. The smaller God is dead, but by no

means the greater God.

yet!

That overarches, inheres,

" •• True unifying comes only by love and
widerstan ding. n {MF, pp. .314, 316).

This vision satisfies him, and he• like Hagar• returns

to his Virginia home with an optimistic outlook on the future.
Both ¥.dehael Forth and ,Hagar describe the heroes or the

"new order" - young people ot action who are rebels, in a

sense; not against the South 1 the land, o·r the people which
they eon.tinue to love and respect, but :r·ebels toward a new
reality which will include a better life for all people.

The trouble is they spend so much time philosophizing, and

a great deal of that in foreign countries, that they are of
little practical use to the South.

They do point the way

to a higher vision of human personality.
There we� to be yet another book continuing the theme

of Unity before iiit.ry Johnston would return to her historical

novels.

This book, Sweet Rocket; bas a setting in the

Appalachian Mountains of Virginia in an old home which had

seen more prosperous days before the war.

The setting lacks

historical perspective and is used sin1ply �o provide a kind

of refuge or haven for pilgrims on a quest for the meaning
of life.

Here ,, the occupants and their guests discuss thP-ir

mystict...l expe�iencen and their philoGophy of life in this

quiet place conducive to p�ace of mind and enlarged vision,
!lilliam James says there are four marks that identify

a mystical experience:

1. It is a st�te of mind that must be
directly experienced; it -cannot be transferred
to others.
2. It is a state of insight into depths
of truth unplumbed by tho discursive intolleet •
• • • and as a rule carries with it· a curious sense
of authority .for after-time.
J ., -�ystiaal stutes cannot be sustaimd fol'

long.

4. The oncoming of: myst,ical states may be
facilitated by preliminary voluntary operation.

••• yet when the characteristic sort of conscious•
ness .hae set in, the mystic feels as if his own

tr

will were in abeyance .... 9.s
he ware gr-a.sped
and held by a superior })OWer .. · 7

The followi�..g experience related by a Negro preacher
to the group gathered at Sweet Rocket will show that he ex
perienced the four. eharaetoristics of the mystica.l state as
described by \lillia.m James.

To all t.he characters who

47William James, The Varieties of Reli
(New York, Longmans, Green-�
., 1935 i pp

e
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entered the peculiar state of consciousness as described by
Mary Johnston, there had been a period of intense desire
or seeking.

ing

Brother Robinson, the preacher, began by tell•

of the human

as1>iration

and effort

he

and his followers

had put forth in building a sehoolhouse and chureh.
it

Out of

had eome his Experience.
n I Wc'.:\S thinking as I was walking. And just
like that thinking with words stopped! My old

body stopped, too.

•••

But I myself went higher

and wider.. I was ever-ywhere and all over! •••
It was like being air • • .. You told me about that 1
but when you told it I hadn 1t experience, and so
it was just words • ••• " (SR, PP• 154 ...1;5;.,
This is evidence of the direct experience from God which

cannot be transferred.
11

He continues 1

a tired 1 dirty
To that me the other was God. But God

There was a me, a sel.f, like

child.

turning out to be me, too. I had preached about
God £or thirty years ,. but I never really tasted
or touehed God till that day. • • • And it forgave
all my sins. • • • It was awe and joy. • •• n ( SR,
P• 155).

At this point the speaker reveals that he bad learned some
thing from the experience.

He then enters the trar1sitio11

stage which he describes as .follows:

"I couldn't. hold it,

any more than a young robin can hold the flight he will
hold after a while.. • • ., Back I !lopped toward \'!illiam

Robinson. •••"
by

(SR, Pot 156).

He concludes his experience

relating what he had learned.

sense of authority for aftertime. n

just before I settled in I got ;for

Jamez calls

it

The speaker
ju8t

a ncurious

says,

nBut

a moment this very

country and our daily life ••• .

All that was £air kept

in and strengthened, and a.11 that was
out! • , •

unfair just melted

I was back, but I could remember!

what it's like to be GodP'

I've touched

(GR, pp. 1.56•1.57).

The fact that a Negro could share his experience \.'it:
a group of white people and be accepted and understood was

evidence of the genuineness of the experience all had had,
Out of each experience had come a deeper understanding
and a larger \rision of life that led to the formulation

of a philosophy of life. Their creed was that God is
in all men.; there.fore ) all men are One and a;r•e moving at

various de-grees of development towards becoming a part of
the Whole.

Ideas on immortality. view of God• and social

iopliGations of this philosophy emerge from the book.

The three main ideas of the philosophy expressed in

Sweet Rocket may be directed to the South as a solution

for its special problems, but

whole world-

are applicable to the

,md that is probably how lJiary Johnston in

tended they be used.

out the book.

they

The idea or immortality runs through

This is how she explains the continuity of

the Past into the Present and the Future.

She says t "This

body will go from them, but they are building or remember

ing - I do not know which, and perhaps it is both• a li.fe
that will not go from them."
members one of another.

(SR, P• 157).

( SR, P• 11$).

Feeling that

"For we are

is to .feel as One. n

That she believed we are aware of the presence of the
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dead is illustrated by an incident that occurred in the 19JO 's

when Miss Johnston was a guest of State Teachers• College
(now Longwood College).

She was staying at Longwood House.

General Joseph Johnston.

Miss Florence Stubbs, former mem ...

the home of her ancestors 1 Peter Johnston and his son,

ber of Longwood faculty, recalls that she asked if her visit

might be extended so that she might be near the spirit of
her ancestors,

Oncf t Hiss Stubbs went to get her for an

appointment a.nd found her in a state of reverie.

! Iiss
1

Johnston aroused and said t "llorgive me, but I was eommuniug
with the spirits 0£ my ancestors t n
As for her idea of religion, there seems to be very
little in the way of a formal creed.

As has already been

noted, Dr. Simkins pointea out the strength of the i.P...fluence
of the fundamentalist: belie£ (tha.t God is above all but not

in all) in the South after World War I.

Problems in industry

and agriculture and racial conflict remained, and this reli
gion had done nothing practical towards eliminating them.
l3r1t§mnica says•
'When a religion begins to ossi.fy into a

system of £ormula8 snd observances. those who
protest in the name of heart•religion are not
unfrequently known by the name of mystics. At
times they merely bring into prominence again

the ever ...fresh fact of personal religious ex
perience; •• ., It Cmystici sml appears, therefore,

contemporaneously with Christianity. and is a
sign of the world - weariness and de&p religious

need that mark the decay of the old world.4S
r'lary Johnston ts mysticism, th�n. may have been her protest
against the itipotency of the religion of her day.

To her

it was not God in Heaven but God in man th.at was important.
"God is Total ond Divine Man.n

0.• F,,

this verse of scripture as the basis:
is within you."

p. 17}.

::ihe quotes

nThe kingdom of God

(!:.,.h.,, pp ,. 116 1 176).

Gtress on the idea of growth; of "progression n is also
an important idea in this book.

In discussion• a character

asks, !!And the gloom and storm of our da.y?"
The reply, ttit is not gloom..

the pains of growth.n

It is not storm.

It is

(SR, p. 167). Always optimistic, she

felt that good would come out of the evil that existed.

These three books may have caused the decline in popu ...
larity of Miss Johnston's work,

They seemed too idealistic

for the times, and they were dif£icult to understand and

interpret.

True, her heroes were never failurez and they

never suff'ered defeat

-even in the eha.nging world.

By

using

admirable characters who were able to build on their past

and still move forward into a modern world, she was showing
that it is posslble to reconcile the past with the present.
Her vision of a better world may have been advanced for her
tirrie • and therefore t misunderstood.; but her message of unity

c:.nd Oneness, az she saw it 1 though apparently deficient as a
soc:ial power, is an honorable vision for our world today.

4gu1,,ysticisu-•" Lncx;cJ.,oP§;edia Britannica (1960) 1 vol. l6 t
P• 50.

CHAPTER V

THE FRONTIER
With the completion of Sweet Rocket, Uary Johnston

returned to the historical novel as the means for express�
ing her philosophy.

Croatan was the first of six such

novels, all with .frontier settings.

Tb.e use of the frontier

gave her a chance to write an interesting story; at the same
time the spirit of the early pioneers could expl"ess the
qualities of individualism which she thought necessary for

modern times.

These last novel� are classed under the frontier theme,

based on the following definition
frontier may have

several

0£

meanings:

a frontier.
it may

The term

refer to a

definite geographic location {the fringe of civilization
with two or more persons per square

mile),or it

may mean

a form of society or a complex o.f habits of thought, f'eeling ,

and action.
source.

This two�fold meaning arises Erom the following

Jay B. Hubbell says any discussion of the .frontier

in i\merican literature must begin with Frederick J. Turner's

paper of 189J.
t.o the

It was Turner who pointed out that the key
(

truly American character lies in the in.fluence of the

frontier ..

,lt first the wilderness masters the colonist.

He is a European, and he finds the wilderness too
strong. He must accept the conditions which it
.furnishes or perish, and so he fits himself into
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the Indian ways. Little by little he transforms
the wilderness, but the outcome is not the Qld

Europe but a new product that is American.4Y

The idea that the frontier was the origin of a nation*

alistic point of view was useful for Mary Johnston's literary
purposes.

portrayinf

She could continue with her "first love n, that of

the importance of Virginia's past in the build

ing of the nation j and she could use the pioneer spirit of
the frontier to reveal the

qualitie$ of the Mew 11an which she

thought important for America's future.

The qualities which

she gave her heroes were those which Turner says came as a

revolt of the frontier influence.

tt••• that dominant indi

vidualism working for good and for evil, and withal that
buoyancy and exuberance that comes with freedom. ,,;o

The

point of contact between Mary Johnston and national writers

lay in what Van Wyck Brooks called the "sublimation of the

frontier spirit. ,t.5l

Y.irs. L. L. Hazard, critio, cites an example to show how

writers of the 1920 1 s were returning to the frontier spirit
by IX'.t-traying what. she calls spiritual pioneers.

Sinclair

Lewis'� Arrowsmith (1925) showed a young doctor who was

able to triumph over his environment to return to the field
0£ scientific research, not to comnereialize it but to

49Hubbell,

P• 272,,

50Hubbell, p •
.51Hubbell,

276.

P• 278.

benefit his fellow man.

Arrowsmith had to revert to the

conditions of regional pioneering in order to- prevail in
his adventure of spiritual pioneering52

\'Jriting her frontier novels about t.he time which ln-s.

Hazard describes, -!iss Johnston keeps her Southern tradi

tions through her settings; but she moves into the nation

alistic field of American literature with her spiritual
pioneers"

She can be placed along side other nationalistic

writers as her vision tor the South becotre s her vision for
America.

Her first venture into the realm of spiritual pioneer

ing was in the area of raee relations.

C�oatan {1923) uses

the familiar story of Raleigh ts ill ...fa-ted settlement on

Roanoke Island to show how nationalities can be united in
spirit, yet keep their individual differences.

According

to history; Miss Johnston tells how the settlement was made,

and the ships returned to England•

After this historical

fact, the book is based on he1" imagination as to what happened
to the rriost colony n when the ships did not return at the ex

pected time.

She has the colonists decide to leave with the

friendly Croatan Indians, who were a part of the Cherokee
tribe, and go west to live with them in the mountains.

The

Indians and the English live together, work and play together,

52tucy Lockwood Hazard, The Frontier in American
Thomas Crowell bo. 1927), pp. '2$0-2sat •

Literature (New York:

•

suffer the same hardships, and become loyal friends.

The
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main characters are Virginia Dare and her playmates, Miles

Darling, an English lad; Young Thunder. an Indian boy; a.nd

ituy Valdez, a. Spanish boy who had been shipwrecked and lost

his way.

At eighteen, Virginia is captured by an enemy

tribe, the Shawnees, and carried to ·their ca.mp for away in

the .mountains.

The three boys all in love with her, set

out on a rescue search that lasts many years.

They finally

found Virginia, being treated �ith reverence and serving as

prophetess ±'or the tribe.

head back for Croatan Town.

She and her rescuers escape and

Virginia loves all three boys,

but of course, it is the Englishman who wins the girl.

This marriage had been the dream of the older colonists

since Miles and Virginia were babes.

"Here in these children

was a root of the white race ,. a root of England,

To preserve

it• preserve the white race, preserve England, - the desire

and instinct toward that self-preservation needed no long
explanation or discussion."

(C, P• 124}.

This desire for eel£ preservation did not in any way

lessen respect tor or toleranQe of other -cultures.

In fact,

living with the Indians taught the English that basically

all huma..ns have many cha.racteristies in comnon. ·The boys,

who represented the spiritual pioneers o! the story; played

together• hunted together• told stories of their folk heroes -

King )rthur and the Cid� celebrated their separate holidays,
yet joined in each other 1 s festivities.

They called on the

same God, though each by a different name.
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An old English ..

man commenting on this sharing of cultures satd,
nshare ! Share! Let them never die out of
the life of the generation that has never touched

the soil of England. Share them with the Indian
brother and the Indian sister. .. • • Make a lif'e
that is one of which every soul shall say •ours•!

Blend in so many things that those which we must
exclude a:ce not counted against us. Nore over they
have saved us. Let us in turn give all that they
( C, PP• 143-l4Li- ).

will take of a richer world."

According to Mary Johnston's idea of nshare and Blend"
there is a pos.,,ibility cf' integration and separation of the
races at the same time.

Is not this what Louis Adamic,

the. social historian, meant by "unity within diversity."

Near the end of the book, an old Englishman made a

summary comment on racial integrity:

n_ it was a passion not to let England ,.
not to let Christenclom, die from rerr..embrance •
They were bent that the sixteenth century of

Europe should not perish, overlaid and smothered
by primeval forest and the barbarian. They would
grow old and die, but the children, the youth,

that were springing up mu.e,t know - , mu.st remember'?'

It would be mixed with forest am barbarian life

and ways and thoughtst but ail the same, the lode
of gold." ( C • p. � 80 J.

Mary Johneton seems to say very clearly in tide book that
a knowledge 0£ othe:r cultures is necessary to understanding,
and out of understandir...g can come the spiritual Unity to

which she was so much dedicated ..

At the same time she seems

to say to the South in particular that it preserve the best

of the old traditions, that it maintain its identity and its
integrity even in a changed world.
Slave Ship (1924) is another story of spiritual pioneer:l1.g.

In this book, Mary Johnston portrays not only the evils of
slave trade, but �lso the greater evil of greed and self
interest that kept it alive so many years.

Condemnation

of the evils of industrialism has usually been as1:>ociated
with Southern writers, but as Mrs. Hazard �as pointed out,

other writers from sections of America were doing the same
thing.

Miss Johnston places herself in the American scene

with this book by condemning the desire for gain at the
expense of others.

She was a friend of labor and worked

for reforms in that area.

Here she could be specifically

condemning the attitudes of' industr:ialism when it seeks to

exploit others.

W. J. Cash explains the cause of the trouble which

writers were deploring at this time.

After World War I with European cotton
mills back in the field of competition, American

mill owners found themselves with equipment too
great £or the market. In the ,:,outh from the 1920 'o
onward, there was ever-production, a flooded mar ...

ket, and dumping at any price; then a depleted
market, frenzied production; then overproduction.
And for that it wt;s inevitably the workers who
paid the main part of the price, These mills
were often owned by ab�entee Yankee barons who
sent ir1 eold-faeed N'orthern slave ...masters to run

the mills on strictly business-is-business lines •

.Everything was done to keep the worker docile and
so to making more profits. To the mill-owner in

Boston, the worker in the Southern mill was not a
human personality.53

Miss Johnston conGiemns ,, but she uses her hero, David Seott,
to suggest a solution.

53cash, PP• 257-261.
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DQ:vid �cott, a Scotch politieal prisoner, was sent to

Virginia as an

indentured

servant.

Aft$r two

years he

escapes and joins the crew of a ship, which to his

dismay,

turns out to be a slaver; but they are at sea, and there is
To the captain he cays, "I have been in

no way to return.

eff'eot a slave; I don •t like slave:ry. n
The captain replies, "It t s my own opinion that it will
not lnst forever.

But in the meantime it's the weary way of

this weary world.

We tre all more or less slaves." {SS,

pp. 79 ... $0).

In a later conversation the captain continues to

justify his work

by

pointing out the approval of society:

or

Since the days
Elizabeth this trade's
been going on. Tudors and Stuarts and the Hanover
FamUy have all been able to put up with it t
Parliaments no less ... . ,, • And all the pill.a.rs
of the world • • • If you eould see now a.. list

of the company supporters!
imposing! 0

( SS, p. $5).

It•s imposing, man.

The profit notive ie also gi�en as a justifiable

reason:

ttI know the world is in the trade, n I said.
"Well, the world maun livel 11 he answered,

with a kind of fierc:enese. • • ,

"Custom and Gain."

"Aye, precisely. Custom and Gain. They 're
Itulers • /i.s .for me I'm a plain sea captain, with
my bread and salt to ea.rn. I don't set up to be
wiser or more moral than �uarter deck and £ore•
castle of Society and they that own my ship!"
I said, ''Yet you would seorn, for gain, to

become a pirate.ff

He answered with violence, ''You' re daft!
It's not the least the 1<':lme ! t! ( SS, p. 86).

He goes on

to point out the happiness of slaves in

servitude to white people.

Such argwnents only serve to

con.fuse David Scott, who takes to heavy drinking.

captain strongly condemned this evil.

land or sea, is to him the king viper.

'£he

ffDrunkeness anywhere,
He's capable of

going on a crusade to deprive the beaot of his head."

David 3cott thought, nBecause the presence of some
viper is on his soul.

He strikinG at it over yonder, when

it's by his ankle, under the log."

(SS, p. 104-}.

Even though David sees the paradox in others, their
influence has its effect on him:
captain

n ... the drink and

the

and the ship and Security for Da\rid Scott, with

clerkly work ••• , and good books ••• , nnd coin in his pocket
and some seeing of the rorld after all, and friends. And at any time I might quit!''

(SS, p. 129).

He .even tries a yea:r at managing a sugar plantation
in Jamaica.

He realiies, there too, the whole system is

built on sl�very.

"I saw in a sort of moonlight how general

was the problem and how deep .... and how both ill and remedy

might lay somewhere in that mysterious other�world called

'.athin "' (SS, p. 226).

Later in conversation with a Quaker

he asks, rrno you Quakers think to end human slavery?"

l'f!t is the Light Within, not ua ts..:.uakert t that will
end it."

The �uaker strikes at David's

conscience when he points out that David and the captain

and the erew are all chained.

iven this awareness 1s not strong enough to prevent

his taking the job of his old captain on the slaver when it
is offered him.

again:

A few days before sailing it comes to him

n0eli"'-interest!

Seated there, half listening to all that I had heard
a hundred times over t the word took hold of me."

p, 285).

( d....i 1

And then comes an experience to him that must be described
as mys ti cal.
"For a breathless second it flooded me compassion and understar ding, Then it went, but
it left its echo and its mark, its sign and seal.

I saw Earth a slave ship and the wake it
I saw that the yolk was of self, but not
forever. I felt the god bound in the human self
who would one day be free •" (SS, p. 286).
made.

On the return voyage with a full number of Negroes, he has

another such vision:
I knew at last.

n1

will say as shortly as may be what

I knew that God. is the Whole of us.
I

.found my neighbor there and we were One.

I

found a greater

Self - oh, a greater! - a f,ELF that left none out.'1

(S�,

P• 292).
After these two visions, he quit the business, went to
Philadelphia, and found the Quaker who had helped him earlier.
He explained his new understanding:

"We were slaves within

and without, to one another and to our old Adam.
began to free yourself, you began within."
To prove

\/hen you

p. 308).

that he is a changed nan, he dares to go back

to Virginia arid take the chance of being

recognized.

He is

taken by his former owner, but this time there is no bitterness

or resentment, and he faces the future with hope.
With the profit motive being the main concern of mill
owners, both North and South in the 1920's, surely iiary
Johnston was ma;;ing an apt comparison in this book with
prevailing conditions.

The point was subtly made, but the

comparison is obvious and. powerful.

The horrors of the

slave ship represent the equal or of the mill town::. and the
factories, \i>Jhile the callousneso of the dealers in slavery
represent the indifference or br·utality of the Northern
overseer and the owner.

Miss Johnst.on does not nprea.ch",

but her spir·itual pioneer, David Scott, represents the diree
tion for all men as he discovers that all men are One with

God.
If

the preceding book was a condemnation of the evils

of industrialism, a return to the land was a solution offered
by

many Southern writers beginning in the mid 1920's and

culmina t ir!g with I' 11 Take r,1y _Stand in 1 �30 •
Valley (1926) was written in praise of the

The Great

hardy pioneer

Scotch-Irish stock who conquered the wilderness and turned
it into good farm land.

This book also shows the need to

deal justly with the Indians who first occupied the la.nd.

The Great Valley of Virginia, which gives the book its

name, is that vast depression of land running southwesterly
between the Blue Ridge and the App:ilazhian r,lountains.

Although

many of the settlers in that area came down the corridor .from
fennsylvania, the main characters of this book, John �elkirk,

a Presbyterian minister and his family, came first to

Williamsburg.

From there they journeyed up to the James

itiver to settle in the Valley in a region known as Burke's
Tract.

Ytary Johnston explains in historical detail, a.s she

does often throughout the book about other aspects of pioneer

life, how this land was obtained. · Colonel I�tthew Burke,

now a wealthy ,. respected man residing in Williamsburg, came
He was poor, but inherited

to this country from Ireland.

some mor�ey, secured a large grant of land in the Great Valley,

and according to law, must provide so nany settlers.

The

settler would get fifty acres.of land and fifty for· each
/

male member of the family.
chase more.

lt ��

prospered he could pur-

This was better than "taking up" land in the

foothills where the land was not a. s good.

The arrangement

gave the settler some degree of civilization in which to

start, and it gave the proprietor a nest egg for the future.

This Scotch-Irish .family was exactly the type he preferred
on his land.

These people were well suited for pioneering.

"They

were strong and lithesome and fond of one another and brought
up strictly in the fear of the Lord, with good heads and a

dash of fun and some knowledge of the road to Elflanu, and
strong pas�ions, stoutly leashed.''

(GV, p. 7).

£ven on

the hard journey to their new home they made the best of
their discomforts:

!f • • •

behind them in their line, shepherds

and cotters and artisans and rievers as well as ministers

and lawyers and poets, and at a misty distance a chieftain

and a laird.r

(GV, p. 44).

The majority of the people

who came were yoeman - small freeholders or tenant farmers.
" ••. with some education and sturdines:.., of character and

frame, and all alH,e were ir:. America ••• in order to better
a condition that in sor:1e main feature lacked at home. 0
(uV, p. 9.3).

These people had been persecuted in their homeland 0£

Scotlend, and they were here in New Virginia, as they called

the Great Valley t "changing poverty and sorrow for hope."

Members of other dissenting groups > had found liberty in the
Valley.

Because they knew the meaning of persecution, they

wanted to see all men treated justly.

-hen the question of

Negro slaves for labor in the Valley arose, John Selkirk
said sternly, nr,11 make no man a slave.

is naught.n

(GV• p. 11).

Blackness of skin

J-.ir. Selkirk also questions whether

there will be dispossessing of the lands from the Indians.

"I tve seen a great deal of putting forth of the helpless by
the powerful. I would not cross over into that camp! tt
(GV, p. 21).

�ith homes established, the Valley proves to be all they

hoped for.

There is more description of the crude but com�

fortable log homes, their church• their daily activities.
There is time for romance.

The aetion of the book begins

when the minister's daughter Elizabeth narries Conan Burke,
young lawyer son of' Colonel Burke,

They establisl. a home

and begin to raise their family when talk of Indian unrest
comes to them.
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The Indians, encouraged by the French living

in the Ohio Valley posed a threat to those on the frontier.

The problem was whether to go to war against them, or risk

the great danger if they did not.

Conan says, "I get all

mixed up about it, and Some-One inside me signs."

(GV t p. 165).

Threats of trouble continued and the families built forts

and tried to prepare !or it.

Conan tells Elizabeth of the

mystical experience he has had which has eased his tension
to o. degree.

nyes, it seemed to me that a piece of .faery
wa. s moving toward me ... and it grew more real than
anything on earth. I came with a clap of the hands
into Reality!"
"And I the same. Do you suppose we'll ever
have a higher Reality than this?"
ttNot i.f any of us are left out."
"I don't think we '11 be left out. We c::ouldn 't
be. But one day - Knowledge ! ''
"Yes, so that we be loving still. n ( SV, p. 196).
War comes; in spite of the preparations there is a

horrible massacre.

The rnen are killed, and Elizabeth, her

children, and a woman member of the household are carried

off by the Indians.

Only an extraordinary womim could have

endured the ordeals of that trip.

She saw her child killed

because he cried, yet she reacted with kindness in aiding

their wounded.

a favored one.

For this her life was spared and she became

Her other child was able to live because of

the mother's courage.

There is much explanation of Indian

customs toward their captives with the hopes that understand

ing will bring acceptance.
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Prisoners met with hardship enough, bands
at need, sometimes a blow, often rough or taunting
words, oftenest burdens to carry. But they were
not tormented or driven like beasts. ••• It was
not impossible for mercy and chivalry to dwell in
some dark, barbarian form. • • • \'iomen they took
might be destined in the end to become in the villages
wives of Indians. But danger of ravishment was not
one of the dangers upon the way. The Indian warrior
W&s a continent, restrained being, compared to some
soldiery. (GV, pp. 252-253).
Elizabeth does becor.e a wife of the chief and bears

him a child, which she leaves behi.nd when she eventually

· has a chance to escape.

She makes the long trek back home

and there finds her husband, not killed as she had thought
earlier.

She and her husband are reunited with great

happiness and begin life again,

Throughout the book l•iary Johnston showed how these

early pioneers were able to survive only because of their

great endurance, both physically and spiritua.lly.

Caroline

Gordon, a recent writer, tells a similar experience in

"Tl!� C�ptive" (194-5) in which the heroine endures unspeak
able hardships at the hands of her Indian captives, �1he
adopts to their ways and is able to survive .for years
before she can escape.

When she is finally safe all she

says is, "Lord God, I was lucky to get away from them
Indians! 054

Because they had no one to depend on but themselves.

the pioneers exhibited physical qualities worthy of

54The Literature of the South, ed. by Randall �tewart
(Hew York, ::.cott, Foresman �nd :Jo-, 1952), PF• 864-890.
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emulation in the present time,

Moreover, they learned a

great spiritual lesson of tolerance and justice that Miss
Johnston would have us perceive for this uay.

Elizabeth

sums up the idea near the end of her homeward journey,

When I told my babe good-by, there in Long
Thunder's hut, I saw things thi1s_t I had never seen
before - in a great flash. I saw how piteous we all
are, and how matters stru3;1e in us, matters and
ideas. I saw that it wasn t worthwhile to hate •
.Lt was more worthwhile to understand. l. don't
know whether that may be forgiveness. (GV, 299J.

hunt;ini t.ihj,rt l1932} continues the theme of the preced-

ing book.

There is praise for the pioneer way of life and

a plea for tolerance of the �ndians.

�ven though the setting

and plot seem realistic., the theme is treated allegorically.
The story takes place in 1775 in .King's Valley. i.n the

Allegheny hountains, a frontier region of Virginia south

of the James River.

The hero's desire for revenge on an

Indian becomes a spiritual quest for the Uneness of all

mankind.

The hero, Hunting �hirt, was so-called because he wore

a huntin� shirt on all occasions as a symbol of his way of
life.

He was set apart from the rest of the settlers by

his fighting and scouting. His real name was Alastair
�cLeod, Scotch and handsome, and a winner in all things.
\.'arning came of a Cherokee r(lid.

In a rush for the

protection of' the .fort, hiu betrothed, "'"Yra Fontaine; lost

her most precious possession, an heirloom necklace, the one
symbol of elegance left from the Old World.

The raid was
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led by F'ire Tree, who w..;_s to his tribe as Hunting Shirt was
to .c�ing's Valley ..

Fire Chief snatched the necklace and

placed it around his own throat.

Hunting Shirt made a vow

never to see Hyra again until he had found the necklace and

returned it to her.

He leaves the fort and begins his search for the Indian,

Here the spiritual action begins also.

ha comes upon a

trader who comments that both men are "palladins n to their
own people ... born chief and leader.

This Indian is worthy

of the trials that Hunting .Jhirt will face.

"I like to have

the man I'm over against worth being against-."

( HS, p.

;a J.

Hunting Shirt goes through a series of temptations

designed to stay him from his appointed mission.

climbed a mountain he fell and broke his foot.

hs

he

Alone and

helpless, he devised ways of caring f'or himself and passing

the long days.

He thought; "If all things might be better,

again they might be worse.''
{HS, p. 71).

Such

was wilderness life •••

His experiences in the cave, which he had

made home during his convalescence� only strengthened his
intentions.

He recalled an e�rlier conversation with his

brother James t "You could make yourself king of l'1.ing 's

Valley."

But the rosy picture did not appeal to him.

had to go on ,.

He

In the cave, he spent his time making an

intricate Indian headdress of feathers which he placed in
the

niche of the cave.

It became a symbol of Fire Tree and

he addressed it every day.

Lin the wall of' the cave he carved

his intentions of revenge on the Indian.

'l'his concentra-
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tion led to a mystical vision of Fire Tree that led him to
renew his vow of revenge.

The fire burned bright but the air struck
him suddenly as cold. He turned his eyes. Fire
Tree! There before him, Fire Tree! bot as his
own body was there. !.. . . 'His body is not here,
but he feels me and .L feel him, and tha:t;r body is
here. It is here or I am there or we meet between.
But 1 7 maybe, was the swrl!lioner.' {HG, p. 80).

The vision vanishes and Hunting Shirt renews his vow in writ
ing on the wall of the eave.

His next temptation to give up his quest came after

his foot healed and he left the cave.

Just as his first

temptation was to render noble service to his own people

by serving as their leader, he has another opportunity to

serve among a small group who need him, or think they do .,

'There is a grou.p of four cabins each a mile apart in a
settlement called Pedlar's Town.

rhe people are lonely,

1

isolated, bleak in their outlook, but filled with hospita
lity for this stranger in their midst.

They plead with

him to stay; and again there is a delay, but still he does
not give up his quest.

His next stop is Llewellyn's Fort.

Here the Captain

offers Hunting Shirt the opportunity of occupying a neutral
strip empty of Indians for fifty miles, thus advancing

the frontier.

The Captain calls the present mission madness

as he expresses a conmon attitude toward the Indian.

"The Indian holds that it is his land. And
sometimes that perplexes me," said Alastair Hoss
1,1acLeod.
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"Hah!" said t,he Captain. "Let him hold
it then! He can •t • Not that I would be hard
upon him if he will make peace. Let him with

draw, withdraw. fay him something. Teach him
too, if he'll take it. ••� There's a mart of
land between the oceans, He 1 11 have plenty of
room for many a day! But what they do is to

fight among themselves all the time, and so they

lessen or come to a standstill ..

bot that he

hasn't qtalities! I've always maintl:lined that
he had. • • • But these things a.re fated, fated! n
(HS> p. 122) •
Mary Johnston ts heroes do not a<::cept .fate as an

answer, so spurning this tempting offer he continues his
lonely journey.

He comes upon a beautiful white girl

dressed in Indian garb.

She had been taken captive twelve

years ago when she was twelve years 0£ age.

She becomes

a symbol of the ability of two cultures to exist together.
She calls herself by two names - n.Maria.n n and "Niketha."
"!'low were you saved'? t1

She looked at him 2 but still from among

her visions. nr had - around me - orenda � r:
He knew it for the Indian word for magic-J
or for divine protection. �very being in himself or herself or itself had orenda. (HS, p. 14.3).
As he walks with Niketha and eats and sleeps in the hut of
her Indian "parents n , he recognizes his orenda.

"I .feel strong and deathless und at home."

he said,

(HS, p. 150).

And a.gain there is the temptation to stay, but he

knows he

must go on.
Despite a.11 the enmity, despite all the
fighting, despite all the ferocity. In and out

of the shadow wove and £liekered wisdom � wisdom,
goodness, and beauty. ••• At long last what

would come to the one and the other't Perhaps
the same th:i,11g; perhaps if you widened 'the
circle sufficiently, they would turn out not to

be one and tho other but one, - one together.

A novel £eel1rig cane to Hunting 0hirt, a
strange new·-come pe:rcoption, and yet, he
thought, could it be so strange when it was

also so fulfilling?

(HS, p. 154).

On the eve of his departure, he tells the maid of

the turning point in his life;

'!it may be that mankind is just mankind,"
said Hunti11g Shirt* "The great Tree - the one
Ash Tree. It niay be that the branches have
di.fferent fates and growths, • • • Yet the
branches are children of one father and mother,
and there stands a Tree." {HS, p. 172).

As he left, the Indians wished him well on his

mission.

He wondered how that could be,

An old prophetess

said, nThere is more .acting together than is known by those

who act."

(HS, P• 175)�

Even the Indians have sensed the

change and have faith in his future.

Alone now on his

search, he sees the Indian Fire Tree step

from

a canoe.

They confront each other and Hunting Shirt could easily
have shot him, but he did not.

They begin conversation and

each reveals a spiritual vision of the other which he has
had..

They discover a kindred spirit, and Fire

Tree· re ...

veals the source of it:
"The body wonld• and the spirit world,
and at times they understand one B.nothe:r, and

they become as two beings who love.

There has

been war and there will be war again between
my color and your color, but behind the color
dwell t,he men .. n (HS, P• 203).

Now the mission is complete and Hunting Shirt ca.n re ...
turn with the necklace.

0n his homeward journey he stops

at all the places which had previously detained him.

ii.t

the Fort, he tells the Captain how he and the Indian had

..
mingled their blood in a symbolic act of their Onenesr,.
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The young Captain replied, "It happens so in romances. t,
"Aye, so, n

answered Hunting Shirt.

we do is romance. n

Perhaps all that

( HS, p. 212),

Upon his return home, he gives l,yra the z1ecklace and

finds she has married his rival, thinking Hunting Shirt dead

by now.

man.

He f'inds it does not matter, for he is a changed

He returns to his great love, Na.rian of the Indians,

who has waited in the belief that he would return.

The

book ends as they cling together.

n1ove � Love!

�

o,

Love, Love!"

{HS, p. 257),

That note on which the book ends is also the note on
which

l>J.ary Johnston ends her vision for the South and for

America.

Love grows out of understanding,and understanding

comes from seeking na better way."

¥.iary Johnston's pioneers learned.

This is what all of

CHAPTEt, VI
CONCLUSIOIJ

!1.iary Johnston had completed her vision for the South

and for America with her publication of Hwiting &hirt.

but she wrote two more books., Miss Delicia. Allen ( 1933)

and Drury RandaJ,l ( 1934}..
had previously said.

These books summarize all she

The great theme of Justice ran

through all l�ry Johnston's books.

Only through Justice

to all eould the individual find freedom in the great
scheme of thirigs.

A brief analysis of her last two books

will show how the same ideas reappeared to emphasize her
one main theme of Justice.

Niss Delicia Allen opens in 1844 on the frontier in

the Appalachian Mountains of Virginia.

�Iiss Johnston had

used this setting earlier to symbolize the future and the
areas which spiritu�l pioneers would need to conquer.

Delicia, the main character, lived with her grandparents,

her parents, her aunts, and cousins on Indian Leap planta
tion.

As a child she was taken by her Grandfather J;.llen

to watch the last of the Cherokee Indians make their way

west to the Great Reservation.

Delicia asks her grand

father if he is sorry for the Indians and for the black
people, too.

He replies, "Yes, I am.

for the white people.

I am sorry, too,

Sorry and hopeful •••

There's a

great helper called Time. 1!
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(DA., p. 2.)). /1s Miss Johnston

had done in Hagar she used the grandfather to represent the
old ways which were passing.

He passes down the wisdom of

his years of experience to the child who represents the new

ways but who will be sustained by the continuity of the old.
The book proceeds at a leisurely pace with detailed

description of the pleasant life on the plantation.

There

is a whole chapter devoted to a church service attended

by the entire family.

By this account, Miss Johnston

acknowledges the value of reli�ion, but she permits the
child Delicia to fall asleep during the service.

When

teased about it, she wonders, "What did it matter if one
couldn't find the wrong in it either.''

(DA, p. 41).

Religion to Miss Johnston had never been the expression

of an orthodox creed• but the evidence of God residing in

man causing him to see all things in a higher perspective.
Another chapter devoted to an unhurried visit to an

adjoining plantation, Poplar Hill, gives an opportunity to
show the author's view on :race relations.

Delicia 's

favorite playmate on this plantation is a young Negro

girl, Eoxy.

Delicia's mother explains to her that she is

now (at age eleven) too old to play with Negroes.

She is

heartbroken and knew neither could accept the separation.
On this visit, Roxy saved Delicia's life when a limb on

which she was playing broke.
togethe�, they said,

Later their hands knit closely

u1 love you.

..,
I you. 11
"�o'm

I'm always going to love you, Roxy. n
1i
(D"',
p

.

63 )
.

.

After they are grown Delicia buys Roxy and sets her free.
Miss Johnston uses representatives of' minority groups to
show in them noble qualities worthy of respect.

A break

down in the idea. of class superiority must come if there

is to be Justice for all people.

The themes of the Civil War novels become evident as

the child Delicia grows into womanhood.

Delicia 's father,

connected with politics in Richmond� was frequently attacked
by the pa.pers.

Delicia. asked, rtHas everybodx: enemies?"

Her friend replied, U:!!,verybody and everything.

Friends

may become enemies and enemies friends• �Ster which they
return to the other pole."

(DA, p.- 98).

.Miss Johnston

always believed differences could be reconciled without

war, a.nd even the differences which brought on the Civil
War were not clear cut as she had said be.fore.

"The dif.ferences aren't over slavery only,

It is an

economic war of the fields •• • > and the Northern mills •••
Then ••• our political ideas differ..
sovereign:-

So it all goes •''

To us the state is yet

(DA, p. 154) ..

Miss Johnston's

solution was to allow time in the belief that "the Almighty
gives space for the deep workings out. n

(DA,p. 154) •

The endurance of women which had been noted earlier as
important in sustaining the War was mentioned again.

Delicia's

father was killed in a duel, arul "Life went on under f•iother ••• "
(DA, p. 112).
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Before

the War canie, Delicia, by now a young lady,

traveled to Europe to visit her kinsmen.

There she fell

in love with a young poet, Clement Alymer, but because
he was married, she returned home alone..

B&ck home on the

plantation she learns oi' Clem.ent 's death, but she found
strength to go on in the knowledge of imn1ortality.

Just

as she had sensed the presence of her dead grandfather
and her father, she now is aware of the presence of

Clement.
"I am in his presence and he in mine, and both in

God's presence."

(DA, P• 214)

The Civil War comes but it occupies only a small

portion of the book with a brief summary of the battles.
There

is only one sentence stating what Md been the major

theme of the Civil War novels - the glory of the homogeneity

of the fighting men and the tragedy of the war.
as fightieg men - and man·r go to death. t,

"All go

(Dll, p. i36).

In the beloved surroundings of her plantation horne t

Delicia has a vision of her childhood sweetheart, Murr�y,.

who is now on the battlefront.

It is possible to love two men ••• To love
you. Clement Aylmer, for what you were and are and

will become and will ever be. • • • But now I see
you Murray:·also. • • • Murray I see you and I touch·
you for the first time in all our lives!" (DA, p. 272.}

Love is not narrow, and out of an awareness of love of all
forms can come the vision which leads to an awareness of

the presence of God.
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In the last days before the death of the Confederacy,

Delicia has a mystical experience .from which she draws
strength to face t:te dark future.

Progress,

As she reads Pilgrim's

All of a sudden, her life came into one
figure, her own surely, but vast, extended,
.... within it Proeess and Event, Act, Feeling
and Thought in a manifoldness streaming; all
that w�s her brought into higher sense and
scope. {DA, p. 293).

Here she is aware of the presence of God and it leaves

her with this knowledge:

»A form enlarged, in a high

light, and all the rivers of Experience visible."
p. 293).

(DA,

The experience lasted only a short time• but

she was aware of the knowledge she gained:

llThe perception

could not hold its intensity but went its way leaving a

startling memory. n

(DA, p. 294).

ll.dss Johnston allowed

mystical experiences for her characters after tragic or
frustrating experiences.

Out of the seeking which followed,

came the mystical experience which brought a spiritual

truth.

After Delicia 1 s experience, U.iurray returns from the

War and the fulfillment of their love represents the Love
that will bring fulfillment to Mary Johnston's hope for

the South ,.

It would have been as well if Miss Johnston had not

published Drury Randall inl934.

This book is not as rich

in historical detail as Miss Delicia Allen, nor does it

have any better summary of main ideas.

Drury: H.anda.11 has a frontier setting on a plantation
I
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in the Appalachian Mountains sometime before the Civil

War.

It is evident from the beginning that Drury is a

rebel against the ways of the older generation.

not wish to join church as he was expected to do.

He does
He

did not wish to follow his father's occupation in the news•

paper office.

liberal ideas.

He loved the University of Virginia for its

On a visit to the Eastern Chore or Virginia he met

and married Rachel Gilbert who lived on an island off the
coast.

On a return visit to the island nine years and

two children later• they were caught in a terrible storm.
Their boat sank and Drury was the only survivor.

The Civil War came and Drury refuses to fight.

accounts for his rebellious attitude as a desire :for
spiritual freedom.

being."

He

"What I want is to find essential

(DR, p. 2,38).

Drury is unlike Mary Johnston's

Civil Vlar heroes who fought regardless; he is like her
later spiritual pioneers who stood for individualism.

But

like many of her heroes he has a mystical experience while

reading Whitman's fassage to India and Leaves of Grass.
The rest of the book is given over to reminiscences as
Drury and his sister revisit places that held special

memories in their earlier lives.

They return home and

Drury re-establishes his father's newspaper office and

there finds fulfillment as a result of his earlier
perception.

In these novels 1-u.ss Johnston repeated the subject

mE1tter and themes she had used before.
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She used Virginia

history to reveal the common heritage of the South as the

basis on which the South would survive its greatest tragedy
and its frustrations.

She allowed her characters the

individual .f"reedorn of action which always led to one solu

tion.

All men must realize themselves·as a part of all

men and as a part of God.

In so doing, all the world

would be lifted up to become as One with the Whole.

By limiting this solution to individual action. a
difficulty arises:
to others?

how is this knowledge to be transmitted

Perhaps the followir,g passage .from Yeats as

applied to Ellen Glasgow will suggest a solution for I:JJary
Johnston's philosophy:

Considering that J1a.ry Battle received our

thoughts in sleep though coarsened or turned to

caricature J do not the thoughts of the scholar
or hermit,· though they speak no word; or some
thing of their shape or impulse, pass into the
geIJ.era.1 mind? Does not the emotion of' some woman
of fashion, pass down although she speak no word•

to Joan with her Pat• Jill with her ¥ail, and,
it may be; with one knows not what nightmare
melancholy to Tom the Fool?''

It does not matter how the vision is to be transmitted as

long as we are a.ware of the idea of her vision ..

Can an ideal be useful which does not portray the

ugly side of the South?

Certainly the

rest of the nation

has a right to expect the South to produce periodic

outbreaks

of' violence, discriminatory politics,, perverted

justice, poverty, and ignorance.

These things have been

characteristic of the South for many years, and yet Jf.ary

Johnston makes no mention of them in her books•

Unfor

tunately these things create an incomplete image of the
South.

f

The bouth ,. a ware o its heritage• chastened by

its tragedy, rooted in the earth, can call upon the quali
ties produced by these experiences to light the way for
the rest of" the nation.

Thomas G ,. \1icker 1 head of the

Ne}'{ York Times Washington bureau, in a recent speech.
gave his view of the mission of the South almost as
Mary Johnston pictur ed it over thirty years ago.

He

acknowledged the evil in the South, but he peinted out
the qualities unique in the South that fitted it for its
special role in the world,

He urged the South to "retain

your individuality and humanity - you with your tragic

knowledge of lif'e and your deep-going sense of place and

continuity, your humor and your patience and your reverence

for earth, n56

He pointed out that the world is "on the

road to 19e4 n and the loss of .freedom is in sight .. ,

As

technology and government combine to ease the ancient

struggles for security, Americans face battles against a

new and smothering environment.

And where else but in the South have
Americans learned so well to fight cuch wars -

5C>trhomas G ,. Wicker, "The Role of the South in Future ·

of America" Richmond Times-Dispatch (June 26, 1966) sec.

F, p. 10.

to m.-'lke do with what is left to them., to cling
to their identity, to cherish their individuality,
to live with themselves in their surroundings?
.... The South may yet have its great role to
play; just s s it fell to Europe to breed �iestern
Civilization and to the great production states
in the Ng�th to lead the world towsrd plenty
for all.

t:icker was saying exactly what Mary Johnston saw many

years ago.

He thinks "the South ts hour may be coming

around at last. 11

I.f so, Miss Johnston would be gratified

that her work had a part in it.

Until then; we have her

novels to support her faith in the Southern way as the
road to heaven that will serve for all mankind.

57Wicker, p. 10.
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